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Preface

The traditional role of teachers as the dispensers of facts has come under 

scrutiny as envisaged in NCF 2005. The teacher playing a role of facilitator needs to 

utilise a wide variety of opportunities and resources in order to meet diverse 

learning needs of children in a classroom. The teacher is expected to go beyond the 

textbooks and the boundaries of the classroom. At primary level, both science and 

mathematics teaching should relate to the local environment of the learners. The 

instruction should be appropriately planned to structure students' daily experiences 

while developing concepts in Science and Mathematics so as to make learning a 

joyful experience. The overall aim should be to stimulate and strengthen the 

scientific attitudes and mathematical abilities among the children by drawing 

examples from their daily experiences. Too often, this resource is neglected by 

assuming that children need no more elaboration on their local environment. 

Actually, an imaginative teacher knows the importance of developing teaching 

sequences related to everyday experiences of the child.

In this direction, the module developed in a workshop by Dr G R Prakash in 

Science and Sri B C Basti in Mathematics is laudable. It is hoped that this exemplar 

resource material should motivate more number of practitioners to come forward to 

develop such materials so that learning of science and mathematics really becomes a 

joyful experience.

Prof G T Bhandage 
Principal



PART I - SCIENCE



INTRODUCTION

Science and Mathematics have given us vast knowledge and emerging 

technologies making life more comfortable. So it is desirable that the teaching and 

learning of science and mathematics should he geared so as to enable the children to 

apply them in their life situations. In addition Science and mathematics play a vital 

role in the process of eradication of superstitions, myths and beliefs, which are ruining 

many lives. In the long range these practices and are known to equip a child / an 

individual with the scientific temper and rational outlook. One of the main concerns 

of the classroom situation is lack of motivation for the learner. This can very well be 

taken care by bringing life situations into class rooms in the teaching of science and 

mathematics. This would also enable the students the habit of applying science and 

mathematics in life situations. I his training programmes is intended to empower the 

Key Resource Persons (KRPs) anti in turn the teachers to use life situations in 

teaching of science and mathematics.

OBJECTIVES

1. To highlight the role of investigatory method in science and mathematics.

2. fo design classroom activities I teaching strategies in science and mathematics 

bringing life situations.

3. To demonstrate these methods in class room and out-of-classroom activities.

4. To demonstrate the role of Educational Technology in the inculcation of 

scientific temper and attitude.

5. fo apply constructivist model in developing work sheets for problem solving.

6. fo collect biographies of scientists for an audio narration.

7. To list out contemporary issues related to science which can lend themselves 

as topic for a group discussion among children.

METHODOLOGY

1. A 3-day in-house meeting was arranged involving local Resource persons to 

plan the programme and strategies to he followed. The training module was 

prepared on the lines of the approach paper (Appendix 1). 1 he following 

comprised of the training module for the science programme:



a) Work sheets lor problem solving

b) Biographies of scientists preparation ol'seripls and audio eassette

e) Group discussion among students to be initialed by the teacher — preparation 

of script and audio cassette

d) C.D selection (science topics depicting life situations)

2. Workshop for the Dllfl faculty from Tamil Nadu at RIB, Mysore from 

5.3.2007 to 9.3.2007 comprised of:

a) Panel discussion

b) Lecture cum discussions

c) Group work for KRI’s to develop work sheets and audio scripts

d) CD show

e) Demonstration lesson

I) Cassette listening

The 5 day workshop was held at RIP', Mysore from 05.0.3.2007 to 09.03.2007. 

Twelve DIET faculty participated as KRI’s in Science (15 were invited). 1 he 

programme was held for Science and Mathematics groups in separate rooms except 

for some common sessions. Three local Resource persons were involved (Appendix 

2). I he programme was held as per schedule (Appendix 3).

A panel discussion on “Application of Science and Mathematics concepts in 

life situations at upper primary level” was held. In the next session the problem 

solving worksheets were introduced with the help of the exemplar material produced. 

This discussion was aimed at enabling teachers to familiarize themselves with the 

format so that (hey can guide the students in their class to 1111 the format. This could 

be tried in groups of students or individually.

Empty formats are given, feaeher poses a question I problem I issue to the whole 

class. The students are made to write the issue / context at the top of the format. Next

the students are asked to identify the problems associated (sub-goals) with the given 

main problem (GOAL) and write in the box provided. Then the students arc asked to
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recall and write the concepts I principles that the students have learnt which would 

help in solving the problem.

lhen the students are prompted I encouraged to think about possible remedies 

and write them in the box provided for that. I he students are then asked to try out the 

experiments one by one and accept I reject the remedy. I he student is then asked to 

consolidate the findings and stale in the form of a solution, l hen a similar problem is 

chosen for verification and rechecking. I his formal is essentially a problem solving 

format but is tried in the constructivist model. Students construct their own 

knowledge with the experiences provided by the teacher who works only as a 

facilitator. Working through these formats reinforces the problem solving ability in 

children. 1 lie worksheets were presented and explained by the Resource Persons and 

after a thorough discussion, the KRPs were asked to write similar work sheets in 

groups, flic worksheets produced are given in Appendices 4 and 5.

In the next session a Vll Class Science Cl) was shown as exemplar software 

since there was a lot of reference to daily life situations. The principles involved and 

necessary scientific explanations were given in the Cl). I lie KRPs were appraised of 

the advantages of using such CDs in leaching / learning of Science.

Pvery day except the first and the last, the last session was earmarked for 

KRPs’ presentations of the work done by them.

I he next day started with a lecture by Dr. Shivaraman, a retired Prof, in 

Physics on the ‘Scientific Process’. In the alternoon an audio session was arranged in 

the Audio Video Studio of the Institute. I he KRPs were given the following pre
recorded audio clips to listen.

1. A panel discussion on Scientific Temper
2. Biography of Archimedes
3. A group discussion about 111V-AIDS among a group of school students with 

their teacher.
( I he audio programmes at SI.No 2 & 3 are given in Appendix 6)
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flic main objective of listening to these audio programmes was to show their 

powerful impact on the development of Scientific Temper among Students. The KKPs 

were then asked to identify similar areas I topics that lend themselves to such audio 

programmes.

Prof Subramaniam, a retired Professor from Indian Institute of Science spoke 

the next day on the ‘History of Science', lie stressed on the tremendous amount of 

courage and perseverance the Scientists had those days to fight against deep rooted 

beliefs and failures. In the next session I)r.( l.K.Prakash held an on-line computer 

presentation on ‘Is seeing always believing?’ This session was intended to caution the 

excessive and incorrect use of Science. liven though Science is built up on empirically 

observed facts, our observation may be unrealistic due to factors like Optical illusions. 

Instrumental limitations, unknown phenomena, fixations etc. Therefore science has to 

gel with common sense and humanity for belter application in day to day application.

On the last day Prof.V.D.Bhal spoke on the ‘Constructivist model and its 

relevance to life situations-its merits &. challenges'. Next, a demonstration lesson was 

given by Mr.S.Balasubramanian, one of the KKPs. He taught science for VII students 

on ‘Plastic as a waste-llow to manage?' with the help of work sheets. I lie response 

from students was really surprising and more than our expectations. They could very 

quickly understand the use of the Worksheet and were able to provide their responses 

in the given format. I his motivated other KKPs who expressed their wish to go back 

and try out with their students. I hey felt that they only need to change the medium to 

their mother tongue, Tamil. However there was an elaborate post lesson discussion in 

which all KKPs interacted lively.

Ibis was followed by a session on ‘Low cost teaching aids and 

Improvisations'. I lie importance of making science popular, environment friendly 

and free from fear was underlined. The role of Improvising the apparatus with this 

objective and the advantages of using low cost I no cost teaching I learning aid was 

highlighted.

I lie workshop ended with the feedback from the participants.
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Appendix 1

Approach Paper

Training Module for Application of Science Concepts 
In daily life situations

Science is regarded as a systematic study of knowledge. Science has a 

unique place because of its method. Since Science is best learnt by doing, children 

acquire many skills along with the concepts of science. However, most of us apply 

neither the knowledge nor the skills of science in our daily life situations. In fact, 

science is a way of life, which can be applied to the study of other disciplines also. 

Problem solving skills acquired by studying Science, should also find application in 

our daily life. Therefore some deliberate classroom training in application of science 

concepts and skills in daily life situations may improve the situation.

In the National Curriculum Framework (NCF) 2005, there has been a 

paradigm shift in the teaching in the teaching from the Behaviorist model to 

constructivist model. Here learning is a process in which the learner uses existing 

knowledge as a basis to interpret and construct new ideas. Constructivism provides 

better scope for the application of concepts since the learner is not a passive listener 
but an active participant.

In our daily life, we come across many situations where we have to apply the 

already learnt science concepts (product application). Sometimes it may call for 

display of scientific temper/ attitude while reacting in some situations (process 

application). As far as training students for such applications, the role of a teacher 

becomes that of a facilitator creating an environment. The main objective of such 

training should be inculcation of process, product being secondary. Two most 

important characteristic of scientific temper are accepting anything only on the basis 

of empirical evidences and being open for verification. Hence, an illiterate may be 

more scientific than a scientist by qualifications. Thus in constructivist model, 

Learning Science is considered as a process of changing, restructuring, adapting or 

adding to students’ ideas.



Characteristics of a Person possessing Scientific Temper

1. Only works on data collected from empirical evidences.

2. Provides reasons/ explanations using established laws/ principles.
3. Open-minded for verification and change.

Some suggested Topics for Process Application

Teachers may create situations to highlight the dangers of:

1. Illusions as pre-cursors for Observation

2. Accepting on Authority

3. Acting on hearsay

4. Wrong Conclusions

5. Dishonest Reporting

6. Superstitions

7. Fixations

Suggested topics for Product Application

1. Conservation of natural Resources

2. Recycling

3. Conductor and non-conductor of heat

4. Conductor and non-conductor of electricity

5. Melting point and boiling point at a place

6. Hard and software

7. Electric charges on dresses

8. Lightning conductors and earthing

9. Test for carbohydrates, proteins, fats and vitamins.

10. Electric iron is not working.

11. First Aid situation

12. Preservation methods.

13. How clean is the air we breathe ?

14. Separation of new mixtures

15. Removal of greasy dirt/stain
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3. 8165 x 169-8165 x 9

= 8165 (169-9) 

= 8165 x 160 

=1306400

Suggestions for further activities :

1. Multiply the greatest number of four digits with the smallest number of three 

digits.

2. A shopkeeper purchased 100 Thomson Colour TV sets each at a cost of 

Rs.5700/-. Find the total cost.

3. A manufacturing company produces 4 gms of screws then find out the total 

material needed to produce 2000 screws.

4. RIE, Mysore purchases a chair at a cost of Rs.1200, then what is the total 

cost of 120 chairs ?

A Ramesh, Lecturer, DIET 
Uttamacholapuram, Salem 
Dr.A.Srinivasan, Lecturer, DIET 
G.Ariyur
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RESOURCE PERSONS

1. Dr N B Badrinarayana 
(Retd) Reader in Mathematics 
RIE, Mysore

2. Smt D R Nemamba
£ DIET, Mysore

3. Shri B C Basti
RIE, Mysore (Coordinator)

4. Smt B S Swaroopa
Teacher
Vijaya Vittala, Mysore

5. Smt Vijayalakshmi C V 
PRT, DMS, Mysore



LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

1. Shri G Palani 
Lecturer, DIET 
Varalur, Tamil Nadu

2. Shri R Muthaiyan 
Lecturer, DIET 
Tamil Nadu

3. Shri S Murugeshan 
Lecturer, DIET 
Tamil Nadu

4. Shri Ravikumar 
DIET, Tamil Nadu

5. Shri Sukumara 
Lecturer, DIET 
Pudukottai, Tamil Nadu

6. Shri P Chennegounder 
Lecturer, DIET 
Namakkal, Tamil Nadu

7. Shri D Mohan 
Lecturer, DIET 
Krishnagiri, Tamil Nadu

8. Mrs V Ramaprabha 
Lecturer, DIET 
Tirur, Tamil Nadu

9. Mrs Kalaiselvi 
Lecturer, DIET 
Mannargudi 
Tamil Nadu



Issue I Context:

How do I remove a grease dirt on my clothe ?

Problems Associated What I have learnt about this?

1. If I rub it may spread.

2. It may not dissolve in water.

3. It may not be cleaned by soap.

4. It may not be cleaned by

detergent.

5. It may not be cleaned, possibly.

1. Most of the things dissolve in

water.

2. Soap can remove some dirt.

3. Detergents can remove dirt even

with hard water.

4. Petrol is used by dry cleaners.

Possible Remedies Elimination by experimentation

1. Rub the dirt using a paper.

2. Soak in a bucket of water.

3. Wash with soap.

4. Wash with detergent.

5. Wash with Petrol.

6. Find out other liquids which can

dissolve.

Solution Rechecking

Methods of Inculcating Scientific Temper

1. Imposing personality of the teacher

2. Narrating biographies of scientists

3. Providing opportunities to students to practise process skills as a part of 

learning experiences.
4. Posing problems/ putting thought provoking questions

5. encourage students to question/ seek clarifications

6. encourage group discussions on current topics in newspapers and 

magazines.

7. Provide data asking students to explore.



Appendix 2

Application of Science and Mathematics Concepts in Life Situations 

(11-12-2006 to 13-12-3006)

Local Resource Persons for Science

SI.N
o.

Name Contact No.

1. M. Maruthy,
Lecturer,
DIET,
Vasantha Mahal,
Mysore.570010.

Ph.No.2446419 (O)
2562601 (R)

Cell: 9448658907

2. Jyothi Ramesh,
Assistant Mistress,
Manasa Gangothri High school,
Manasa Gangothri,
Mysore.570006

Ph. No. 65305820 (O)
2542505 (R)

3. Priya Kumari,
Lecturer in Education,
Amrita Shikshana Mahavidyalaya,
No.114, Bogadi II Stage,
Mysore.570026.

Ph. 9449263746 (M)
2511290 (O)
2340911 (O)

4. Mallamma Shivaprasad,
Sr. Lecturer,
Harinarayan Somani College, 
Kuvempunagar,
Mysore.570023

Cell: 9845322483
6530375 ( R)
2340143 ( O )

5. Dr. G.R. Prakash,
Reader in Chemistry,
RIE,L Mysore.570006

Ph. No. 4258574 ( R )
2514515(O)
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Appendix 3

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

Day & Date 9.30 am - 
11.00 am

11.15 am - 
12.45 pm

2.00 pm - 
3.30 pm

3.45 pm - 
5.15 pm

Monday
5.3.2007

Inauguration
^Registration

Discussion 
about the 
training module 
and schedule

Panel discussion 
on application of 
science and 
mathematics 
concepts in life 
situations at upper 
primary level 
GTB.BPC.BSPR

Presentation of 
the work 
sheets
Maruthy / GRP 
Nemamba /
BCB

Tuesday
6.3.2007

Group discussion 
and preparation of 
work sheets
Life situations in 
teaching Maths
AV Hall &T4

Group
discussion and 
preparation of 
work sheets
AV Hall & T4

CD Show
Seeing is believing 
?
GRP (AV Hall)
Maths (INTEL LAB)

KRP
Presentations
AV Hall & T4

Wednesday
7.3.2007

Scientific Process 
Prof.Shivaraman 
Commercial Maths 
as seen in daily 
life
AV Hall &T4

Group
discussion and 
preparation of 
work sheets
AV Hall & T4

Audio programme 
on Scientific temper 
Mallarnma
Maths group
KRP Presentations 
AV Hall & T4

KRP
Presentations
AV Hall & T4

Thursday
8.3.2007

History of Science 
Prof.Subramaniam

Group work on 
audio scripting 
Mallarnma

CD Show
Science in life 
sitations
GRP
Maths lab activity

KRP
Presentations
AV Hall & T4

Friday
9.3.2007

Constructivist 
model and its 
relevance to life 
situations
Prof.V D Bhat

Process
approach
GRP
Maths lab 
activity

Feedback from 
participants

Valedictory
function
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Appendix 4

Worksheets developed in the In-I louse Meeting by the Resource Persons

Chapter: Separation of Substances Class:VI

Aetivity -1

Issue/Context:

I low do 1 separate pure common salt from an impure salt which we get from 
sea water ?

Problems assoeiated What I have learnt about this

1. The crystals are large in size and 
hand.

2. Contain some uncounted materials 
which do not dissolve in water.

1. When crushed the large crystals 
are into smaller ones and becomes 
smooth.

2. I he smaller crystals one easily 
dissolved in water.

3. 1 lie unwanted materials which do 
not dissolve in water can be 
removed from salt by filtration

4. Any salt can be obtained from its 
solution by evaporation.

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

1. Crush the common salt crystals 
into smaller ones.

A mixture ol sand and common salt is 
given. Separate them.

2. Dissolve them in water.

3. f iller the solution.

4. Evaporate water and collect 
common salt crystal.

5. Prepare supersaturated solution of 
common salt and cool it to gel 
crystals.
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Chapter: Separation of Substances Class: VI

Activity -2
Issue / Context:

llow do I separate water from sand and Boating dust particles ?

Problems associated What I have learnt about this
1. 1 he water is not useful lor

drinking
1. I he floating dust particles are to be 

removed from water by filtration.

2. Contains some unwanted
materials which do not dissolve in 
water.

2. I he sand particles can be sediment at 
the bottom of the vessel and can be 
separated.

3. The Boating dust particles are not 
easy to separate

3. By dipping alumnus in water, the 
Boating dust particles can be 
sedimented

Possible remedies Elimination by experiment

1. Keep the vessel with water 
undisturbed for some time.

2. Now decant the water into another 
vessel.

3. Now dip the alum in water and 
move it slowly in a circular path 
lor about one minute.

4. Remove the alum and keep the 
vessel undisturbed for sometime.

5. The loaded dust particles settle 
down at the bottom of the vessel.

6. Now decant the drinking water 
into another vessel.

7. f ilter if necessary.

Solutions Reeheeking

A mixture of water and saw dust is given, 
separate them.
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Chapter: Separation of Substances Class: VI

Activity
Issue/Context

I low do I separate wheat Hour (atta) which is mixed with small iron pins and
stones?

Problems associated What I have learnt about this ?

1. The iron pins are very small and 
not easy to pick.

2. The stones are small and white in 
colour.

The iron pins can be removed through 
magnetic separation.
The stones can be removed by sieving .

Possible remedies Elimination by experiment

1. A magnet is kept moving in the 
wheat Hour (atta) for some time,

I he iron pins stick to the magnet
2. Now the atta is passed through 

sieve. flic finally ground 
particles of flour pass through the 
sieve.

Solution Recheeking

Separate the constituents from the 
mixture of iron fillings, chalk powder and 
common salt.
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Chapter: Water Class VII
Aetivity -1

Issue/Context

1 low do I obtain potable water from polluted water ?
Problems What 1 have learnt about this ?

It contains
1. sand materials

1. l he sand and Boating materials 
can be removed through filtration.

2. l he floating dust particles

3. some harmful germs

2. l he Boating dust particles can be 
made to sediment though alum 
treatment and be decanted.

4. some dissolved salts. 3. I Iarmful germs can be killed 
though chlorination and boiling.

4. Some of the dissolved salts are 
essential for our body.

Possible remedies Elimination by experiment

1. l he mouth of an empty pot / 
vessel is covered by a line thin 
white cotton clothe, l he polluted 
water is filtered though this 
clothe.

2. Now dip the alum in water and 
move it slowly in a circular path 
for about one minute .

3. Lillie quantity of Bleaching 
powder is added to water.

4. 1'hen water is boiled

Solution Reeheeking

Common man uses well as a source of 
drinking water. What are the safety 
measures to be taken up to make the 
water safe for drinking?
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Issue/ context: Electricity

Electric Iron if not working

Problems associated What I have learnt about this?

1. I Icaling coil damaged
2. Wire broken
3. Disconnection in the plug
4. plug point loose connection

Wliat have I learnt about electricity?
1. Source of energy for heating and 

lighting
2. It can he converted to the form of 

energy
3. l he iron box has a three pin plug 

- live, neutral & Earth.
4. Electricity Hows through live end 

earthing wires and not through 
neutral

5. Electric wires arc used to conduct 
electricity source to the gadget.

6. connecting wires should he 
continuous

7. All iron boxes have heating coils 
in them

Possible remedies Elimination by experimentation

1. Check the plug point for power 
supply with a tester

2. Remove the plug cover and check 
for any disconnected wires

3. Check lor connectivity of the wire
4. Check the heating coil.

1. If the tester glows in the line and 
earth points and not in the neutral 
socket the plug point is not faulty.

2. I f the wires are disconnected 
connect them.

3. If the connecting wire is tested or 
broken replace it

4. remove the cover and check the 
healing coil.

Solution Reelieeking
1. Rcplace/rcpair the faulty part/s of the 
circuit. Connect and check whether the 
iron box is working
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Chapter: Acids, Bases and Salts. Class: VII

Activity -1

Issue/Content:

1 low do I find out by chemical methods whether the given substances 
are metals or non-metals.
Given substances are sulphur, Magnesium,

Problems associated What I have learnt about this

1. fo find out by chemical methods, 
we have to burn the substances, 
collect the gas burnt substance 
produced, and dissolve the gas in 
water. Then only we can test.

2. Precautionary measurements should 
be taken up while conducting the 
activity.

1. Any substance burn in air goes its 
oxide.

2. Some oxides dissolve in water

3. Non metallic oxides, when 
dissolved in water give acids.

4. Metallic oxides, when dissolved 
in water give bases.

5. Acids turn blue litmus into red.

6. Bases turn red litmus into blue

Possible remedies Elimination by Experiment

Sulphur powder:

1. A little quantity of sulphur powder 
is taken in a deflagrating spoon and 
lit fine to it.

2. Sulphur burns with blue llame and 
goes white fume

3. 1 his fume is collected in a glass jar
by deflagrating the sponge into the 
jar

4. After collecting the fume, some 
water is poured in to the jar and 
well shaken.
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5. When all (he fumes is dissolved in 
water, a blue litmus paper is 
dropped into the jar.

6. Blue litmus paper turns into red. So 
we can confirm that sulphur is a non 
metal.

Possible Remedies Elimination by experiment.

Mag ncsium wire:

1. A piece of Magnesium wire is 
taken. With the help of a burning 
sparkler the magnesium wire is 
kindled.

2. Magnesium wire burns with a 
lighting brightness.

3. I he white ashes of magnesium is 
collected in a glass jar. Some water 
is poured into the jar and well 
shaken.

4. A blue litmus paper is dropped in to 
the jar. No change in colour.

5. A red litmus paper is dropped in to 
the jar. Red litmus turns in to blue. 
So we can confirm that Magnesium 
is a metal.

Solution Reebceking

bind out by chemical methods whether 
the given substances one metal or 
nonmetal. Candle, iron filings.
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FIRST All) SITUATION

How do 1 treat a person when his hand is bur 
Consciousness)

nt ? ( Minor burns, Nose bleeding, Loss of

Problems associated What I have learnt about this?

a) Lamps and Matches at reach of
children may cause to burns.

b) Small babies go near a lire, may get
burnt.

c) Learners preparing coffee, tea may
meet with burns.

1. Keep lamps and matches out of 
reach of children.

2. Do not let small babies go near a 
lire.

3. Give pre-cautionary advise for 
(cook) learners.

Possible remedies Elimination by experiment

Is blister formed or not If yes.

1. Part in cold water at once

2. No other treatment is needed

3. fake aspirin for pain.

Solution

1. Do not break blisters
2. If blisters are broken, wash gently 

with soap and boiled water that has 
been cooled.

3. Keep the burns clean to avoid 
infections

4. Protect burns from dirt, dust and 
flies.

5. Use sterile gauze to protect it from 
infection

Reelieeking:

If the burn is deep, send him to a doctor.
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I low do 1 preserve drinking water ?

Problems associated with What I have learnt a bout this ?

a) If I do not cap properly, it 
gets contaminated

b) It may get contaminated it' 
it is stored nearby dirty 
things / place.

c) As it is colourless, keep it 
aside from other colourless 
liquid like while kerosene, 
glycerine, alcohol etc.,

1. Drinking water should be stored 
properly.

2. Change the drinking water 
everyday.

3. Cap it tightly.
4. Pure water should be boiled and 

stored for drinking

Possible remedies Elimination by Experiment

1. Keep it in a cool place
2. clean the vessel or bottle properly 

and store.

Examine whether the water is not 
contaminated/contaminated

Solution Kccliccking

Change the water everyday and store it in a 
clean container. Boil pure water, filter and store it in a 

clean container.
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How do I preserve food?

Problems associated What 1 have learnt about this ?

1. If food is not closed properly, it 
may contaminate.

2. Il may not be useful for eating.
3. It may cause some diseases like 

Diarrhea.
4. It may check the healthy growth of 

the young.

1. Food stored properly is good for 
health.

2. Good food provides nourishment.
3. It helps the healthy growth of the 

young.

Possible remedies Elimination by Experiment

1. Use airtight container
2. Keep food in cool places or 

refrigerators
3. Do not spoon every time.
4. Use some Antibacterial leaves like 

Neem, Leaves, Garlic etc.,
5. Pry Dry and store them.
6. Avoid food poisoning

If food is contaminated or not 
contaminated

Solution Reelieeking

T hrough the food/ contaminated food 
to dustbin/burry it.

Prepare food freshly and preserve it.
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llow do I get fresh air to breathe ?

Problems associated What 1 have learnt about this ?

1. Air is everywhere but can’t he 
seen.

2. Air is a mixture of gases.

1. Air is composed of many gases
2. Gases arc in different composition
3. I resh air will be available in the 

morning time.

Possible remedies Elimination by Experiment

• (io for morning walk.

• Grow plants wherever possible

• Maintain a small garden (at 
home, at school)

• Avoid burning plastics and 
rubber products

• Avoid regular use of 
perfumcs/Sccnts

• Use Bicycles whenever and 
wherever possible ( Avoid 
mosquitoes coils).

Air is contaminated if Mosquito coils arc 
used more.

Solution Reeheeking

• Keep the surroundings clean.
• Spray disinfectants .
• Keep the surroundings clean.
• Avoid synthetic mosquito curtains.
• Use cotton mosquito curtains.

• Experience air in cities and 
compare it with village 
atmosphere.
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Wrong Conclusions

Students often tend to make wrong conclusions. They have to be corrected 

without showing complacency. Iix. A blue litmus is dipped into dil. Hydrochloric 

acid. Students observe blue litmus paper turns red. When teacher asks what do you 

conclude ? They might answer in a number of ways.

Acids turn blue litmus red. 

hydrochloric acid turns blue litmus red.

Acid turns blue litmus red and base turns red litmus blue.

After a conclusion is made following checklist may be answered.

1. Is your conclusion based on observations made?

2. Is it particular ?

3. Is it general ?

4. Are you sure that there are no exceptions?

5. Does it convey the same meaning for your friends 
also?

Accepting just an Authority

Teacher informs the students that metals react with acids liberating hydrogen. 

Students are asked to select a metal and acid of their choice. Carry out reaction. Test 

hydrogen ‘evolved’ with a splinter.

Evaluation of hydrogen

1. Metal 1 + Acid 1

2. Metal 1 + Acid 2

3. Metal 2 + Acid 1
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4 Metal 2 l Acid 2

5. Metal 3 + Acid 1

6. Metal 3 + Acid 2

7. Metal 3 + Acid 3

8. Is there any discrepancy ?

9. What could be the reason ?

10. What steps do you intend to take ?

11. Is your step in keeping with teacher's instructions?

Dishonest Reporting

After making a report of the experiment dan

1. Did you get expected results ?

2. Did you get unexpected results ?

3. Was your experiment successful ?

4. Could you learn anything from the exper

do the following checklist?
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5. Do you want to repeal it ?

6. Do you wish to find out the sources of error ?

7. Do you know the sources of error ?

8. Did you really perforin the experiment ?
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Appendix 5

WORKSHEETS DEVELOPED IN HIE WORKSHOP BY HIE 
KEY RESOURCE PERSONS (KRPS)

V Puslipavalli, Lecturer

Activity 2 : How do I preserve vegetables and greens ?

Problems associated Wliat 1 have learnt about this

Vegetables arc necessary for healthy • Vegetables/ greens arc bought
growth of all groups of people. properly i.e. fresh and new.

• After buying the vegetables, • Don’t buy the dry vegetables and
greens use them on that day only. greens because it creates some

• f resh vegetables/ greens contains stomach problems.
vitamins, minerals, etc. So we • Preserve the vegetables by
must use fresh vegctablcs/grcens covering in a clean wet cloth (or)
only. refrigerator.

• Dry vegetables/ greens are lack of • Good, new vegetables provide
vitamins and minerals. nourishment/ good health of

• Clean the vegetables and greens growth to young people.
carefully and wash with clear • Unwanted leaves, weeds arc
water two (or) three time. removed while we clean the

• Cutting very small pieces may greens because it may poison also.
loose vitamins and minerals. • Cut the vegetables in lager pieces.

Possible Remedies Llimination by Experiment

• Avoid buying dry vegetables and • The vegetables and greens arc not
greens, etc. contaminated by dust or dirty

• Avoid to store so many water, etc.
vegetables and greens and use it • Vegetables/ greens should use
for a week/ month. within a day or two only.

• Avoid to cut into very small • Keep it in cool piece.
pieces. • Cover it with clean wet cloth.

• Don’t waste the boiled • Cut the vegetables and greens in
vegetables’ water/ soups. larger size.

• Don't bake too much of raw
vegetables and greens.

Solutions Reeheeking
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• Use always fresh and new 
vegetables/ greens.

• Avoid baking, much cooking.
• Cut large pieces always.
• Wherever possible use raw 

vegetables.
• Use the vegetable/green soups.

• (living awareness about the 
importance of vitamins and 
minerals, which are only in 
vegetables/ greens, fruits, etc.
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M.Punitham, Lecturer, DIL I’, Mayanur, Karur Dist.

How do I treat a person when he/slie gets minor cuts/ wounds/ in juries ?

Problems associated What I have learnt about this

1. Sharpening pencils with blade, 
may get minor cuts/ injuries.

2. Cutting vegetables/ fruits by 
knife, the children may cause cuts.

3. While binding the books, children 
may meet with minor cuts.

4. Removing nails by using blade 
may cause to minor cuts/ wounds.

5. l he children may bite their nails. 
They may cause cuts/ wounds.

1. Give precautions/ advice for 
children.

2. Avoid using knife/ blades to cut 
their nails.

3. Avoid using knife/ blades to 
sharpen the pencils.

4. Avoid using knife/ blades to cut 
the vegetables/ fruits.

5. Avoid using knife/ blade while 
binding books or covering the 
notebooks with brown sheets.

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

1. Use sharpeners to sharpen the 
pencils.

2. Use vegetable culler to cut the 
vegetables.

3. Use scissors instead of blade/ 
knife to bind the books or 
notebooks.

Examine whether they arc using blades/ 
knife/ cutters.

Solutions Reelieeking

1. Wash the minor cuts/ wounds 
thoroughly with clean water.

2. Apply suitable sterile dressing.
3. Do not apply antiseptics.

If the cut was caused by a rough dirty 
objects, advise to consult a doctor for an 
anti-tetanus injection or a toxic boost.

Precaution
l he first aid kit, kept in or adjacent to 
every laboratory should be accessible 
to pupils and staff.
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S.Balasubramanian

Plastic as a waste. How can 1 manage ?
The Materials given : Soil pots, plastic papers, plastic cups, water.

Problems associated What I have learnt about this

1. When plastic is added more to die 
cultivating soil, it the covers the 
soil surface and fertility of the soil 
decreases.

2. When water falls on the plastic 
covered soil surface it is not 
absorbed by the soil and 
groundwater level decreases.

3. Useful microorganisms in the soil 
cannot live in the soil when 
plastic is accumulated.

1. Plastic is a land pollutant.
2. It does not decay in soil.
3. It produces dangerous gases like

when it is burnt.

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

1. We have to minimise the usage of 
plastic by not getting things 
packed with plastic covers and by 
using paper covers.

2. We should not burn plastics and 
they can be collected and given to 
people who use it for recycling for 
laying roads and making 
materials.

Spread plastic on the surface of soil in a 
pot and pour water and observe. Also 
pour water in a soil pot which is without 
plastic and observe.

Solutions Recheeking
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M. Leo David, Lecturer, DIL I’, Mannargiidi

How do I know whether the water is hard (or) soft.

Problems associated What 1 have learnt about this

1. I lard water is harmful for drinking 
purpose.

2. I lard water is not good for 
bathing.

3. Plenty of soap is wasted using 
hard water for washing.

4. Fuel consumption will be more 
when hard water is used for 
cooking.

5. 1 lardness of water is caused by 
dissolved salts of carbonates and 
sulphates of calcium and 
magnesium. When it is heated 
scum collects on the sides of the 
kettle.

6. 1 lardness of water is caused by 
rain from rocks such as dolomite 
and gypsum and from the soil.

1. The hard water may cause water
borne diseases.

2. flic hard water contains dissolved 
salts of calcium and magnesium.

3. 1 lie water is salty to drink.
4. flic hard water contains more 

minerals, that affects the health.
5. When the water is heated and 

cooled for sometime, insoluble 
products may float on the water.

6. It has a pleasant taste due to the 
dissolved compounds.

7. flic calcium compounds arc good 
for bones and teeth.

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

1. l ap water (or) soft water gives 
good lathers with soap easily.

2. I lard water with soap gives a 
scum and hardly any lather.

3. Dissolved salts of water can be 
removed by heating followed 
filtration.

4. I lard water can be removed by 
adding calculated amount of lime 
water (or) washing soda.

5. Temporary hardness i.e. calcium 
hydrogen carbonate can be 
removed by boiling the water (or) 
sedimentation process.

1. Examine whether the given water 
is hard or soft.

2. l ake little amount of water, heat it 
well and allow to cool for 
sometime. Observe the tube.

Solutions Reeheeking

f ind out the methods whether the given 
sample of water is soil or hard.
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M.Matlii Azhagan, Science Group

Lighting Conductors and Earthing :
Issue/ Content

How can I understand lightning conductors and earthing.

Problems associated What 1 have learnt about this

1. Plants and animals have 
affected when lightning and 
thundering occurs.

2. Why buildings, temples and 
highly elevated industrial 
establishment have split or 
catch fire.

3. Whether human body or 
building can conduct heat 
and electricity.

4. Why burning occurs at the 
time of lightning and 
thundering occurs.

1. Clouds can charge tall buildings by 
induction.

2. Low pressure prevailed in the 
atmosphere.

3. Low temperature developed above the 
upper atmosphere.

4. Clouds builds up very heavy How of 
charge can occur between the clouds 
and buildings.

5. 1 his is called Lightning strike.
6. Lightning is a gigantic spark caused by 

the heavy llow of electric charges 
between two oppositely charged 
clouds.

7. Clouds build up static electric charges.
8. Clouds build up charges by sending up 

a kite during a lightning and 
thunderstorm with a key attached to 
the other end of the string.

9. We experienced an electric shock 
when we touched the key as charges as 
Mowed from the clouds sown to the 
wet string to the key.

10. It produces a lot of heat which may 
cause the building to split or catch Lire.

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

1. To protect the building from 
the lightning are generally 
conductor is provided.

2. A lightning conductor 
consists of a thick copper 
plate with a spiked end.

3. 1 he strip is made up of 
copper is attached to the 
outer wall of the building 
with a spike raised above the 
highest point of the building.
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4. The lower end is eonnceled 
to the copper plate buried in 
the earth (earthed) around 
with carbon. NaC'l to 
maintained wet in nature.

5. The spike accept any 
electrical discharge from the 
clouds and conduct it 
harmlessly to the earth and 
thereby no damage to the 
bu i I d i ng.
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M.Punithani, Lecturer, DIL I’, Mayanur

Ilow do 1 separate a solid (chalk) from a liquid (water) ?

Problems associated What 1 have learnt about this

Only one substance from a mixture is 
needed. So it has to be separated from 
mixture.

Chalk can be separated from water by 
filtering the suspension through filter 
paper.
By centrifuging i.e. test tubes of 
suspension are spun round very fast, so 
that the solid gets Hung to the bottom.
By evaporating the solvent (water), the 
solution is heated so that the solvent 
evaporates, leaving the solid behind.

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

Filter the solution through the filter paper. 
The chalk is called residue, 
l he water is called filtrate.
Centrifuge the suspension so that the 
solid gels Hung to the bottom. The liquid 
can be decanted.

A mixture of chalk and water is given. 
Separate them.

1 leat the solution, water evaporates, 
leaving chalk (solid) behind.

Solutions Recheeking

Separate the constituents from the 
mixture of chalk and water.
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P.EIavarasu

Changes around us

Issue : I low do I find out whether the change is physical or chemical ?

TLM required :
1. Match box with stick
2. sugar
3. common salt
4. sulphur
5. candle
6. beaker

Problems associated What 1 have learnt about this

Day to day life many changes occur 
around us. But it is difficult to 
differentiate whether the change is 
physical or chemical. So we can test it.

1. If a change is permanent then it is 
called chemical change.

2. In this case, new things arc 
formed.

3. Il a change is temporary, then it is 
called physical change.

4. In this ease, new things are not 
formed.

Possible Remedies Elimination bv Experiment

1. l ake a two match stick. One slick 
is broken and another one stick is 
heated in a flame lightly.

2. We put sugar into a glass of water 
and stir it.

3. We put salt into a glass of water 
and stir it.

4. A small amount of sulphur is 
heated with a flame.

5. A small amount of sugar is heated 
with flame.

6. Burning of candle.

If the given change is physical or 
chemical

Solutions Reeheeking

1. (irowth of plant.
2. Recycling of water resources.
3. Conversion of ice into water.
4. Milk is converted into curd.
5. Soap is dissolved in water.
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A.Nallam u tli 11

Chapter : Conductor and non-conductor of electricity

Issue/ Context : How can I separate conductor and non-conductor of electricity 
from the given materials ?
(The given materials are : plastic piece, copper piece, broom stick, carbon piece).

Problems associated What 1 have learnt about this

1. By observing we cannot identify 
the given materials as the 
conducting electricity or not.

2. We cannot easily separate the 
conductor and non-conductor 
without experimentation.

1. Some of them are good 
conductors of electricity.

2. Some of them are non-conductors 
of electricity.

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

1. 1 he given copper piece is 
connected to the circuit of battery 
and bulb. 1 he bulb did glow.
1 lence the copper is conductor of 
electricity.

2. 1 he given carbon piece is 
connected to the circuit of battery 
and bulb. 1 he bulb did glow.
1 lence the carbon is a conductor 
of electricity.

3. 1 he given plastic piece is 
connected to the circuit of battery 
and bulb. The bulb did not glow.
1 lence the plastic is non
conductor of electricity.

4. l he given broomstick is 
connected to the circuit of battery 
and bulb, l he bulb did not glow.
I lence the broomstick is non
conductor of electricity.

Solutions Reeheeking

Identify and group the following 
materials as conductors and non
conductors of electricity.
Aluminium piece, glass piece, graphite 
and wooden stick.
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G.Murugan, Lecturer, DIL I , Pudukottai

How to remove greasy dirt and stains ?

Problems associated What 1 have learnt about this

1. Greasy dirt/ stain arc not easily 
removed.

2. Greasy dirt arc not cleaned 
completely.

3. Greasy dirt arc not dissolved in 
water.

1. 1 ,emon juice removes slain.
2. Dry cleaners use petrol to remove 

stains.
3. In workshops the machines use 

kerosene to wash hands.
4. In houses, we use kerosene to 

wash oily things.
5. Detergent soap with hot water 

removes the slain.

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

1. Washing the cloth in hot water 
with washing soda.

2. Use slain remover e.g. chlorine 
powder.

3. Use pctrol/keroscnc to remove the 
oily things.

4. Banana stain is removed by lemon 
juice.

Dirty cloth, petrol, kerosene and lemon 
juice and given to students to remove 
stains.

Solutions Reeheeking

Always keep hygiene.
It is good for health.
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V.Puslipavulli, Lecturer

How do 1 conserve the water resources ?

Problems associated What 1 have learnt about this

1. Due to high temperature of 
sunlight, the water vapourisation 
is more and more. So the soil 
becomes dry.

2. Lack of soil water resources.
3. Lack of soil capillaries (e.g. clay, 

soil)
4. Failure of seasonal rainfall.
5. Destroying forest.
6. Lack of planting trees.
7. Cutting trees often and often.

1. Grow more and more trees to get 
more rainfall.

2. Increase the soil capillaries by 
kindling the soil then and there.

3. C'onserve the forest/ trees for 
getting more rainfall.

4. Strongly prohibit cutting of trees 
and destroying forest.

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

1. Plant and grow more plants and 
trees.

2. Build up more water tanks in the 
ground for collecting rain water, 
so that we increased the retention 
of soil water.

3. Prohibit cutting trees and 
destroying forests.

4. Avoid digging more depth of bore 
wells.

5. Kindling earth, increase in soil 
capillaries.

1. By instruction to people to close 
the taps wherever and whenever 
not in use.

2. Irrigation by dropping of water 
(used as a bundle of thread).

3. Irrigation through PVC tubes or 
pipes.

Solutions Kechecking

Make frequent instructions about 
conservation of water and its importance 
to people.

Watching that taps are closed which 
are not in use.

Dropping irrigation
l ube irrigation
free cullings and destroying forest.
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T.Prahakaran, Lecturer, DIET, Nainakkal
How cun I maintain eyes ?

Problems associated What I have learnt about this

1. Reading in dim light.
2. pollution
3. dust
4. rubbing eyes
5. foreign particles.

1. Lack of vitamin leads to night 
blindness.

2. Reading in dim light affects the 
eyes.

3. Watching T.V. or working on the 
computer for long period affects 
the eyes.

4. Reading in moving bus and train 
affects the eyes.

5. f oreign particles, dust particles 
get into eyes and the eyes arc 
affected.

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

1. Avoid reading in dim light.
2. Avoid exposure of the eyes to 

dust and pollution.
3. Never read while moving.
4. If a foreign particle such as a dust 

particle gets into the eyes and 
causes discomfort never rub the 
eyes.

5. Avoid watching 1 .V./ working on 
computer long time.

1 low can you maintain your eyes? List 
them.

Solutions Rechecking

Proper maintenance and protection of our
eyes.

What are the importance of vitamin A for 
the eyes ?
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I.Paul Raj, Lecturer, DIET, Triplieauc, Chennai

Is there magnetic lines of force around magnet ?

Problems associated What I have learnt about this

1. I low to identify a magnet ?
2. 1 low to identify poles of a 

magnet?
3. 1 low to find imaginary lines of 

magnet?

1. Magnetic lines start from North 
pole and end in south pole.

2. Magnetic lines are not cutting 
each other.

3. Magnetic force is very strong near 
the poles.

4. Magnetic lines are parallel to the 
magnetic in the middle of the 
magnet.

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

1. Magnets are identified by the 
repulsion property.

2. Poles of the magnets are identified 
by suspending in a thread to hand 
and found out by the poles of 
earth as it is.

1. Experience the force of lines 
around the given bar magnet by 
using the given bar magnet and 
iron filings.

2. Earth also acts like a bar magnet 
having lines of force around it.

Solutions Rechecking

1. Imaginary lines of magnet are drawn in 
a paper and seen and experienced.

1. Using two magnets, any one can 
draw magnetic lines of force 
between them.

2. I 'or single pole also we can draw 
magnetic lines of force.
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Appendix 6

Biography of Archimedes

Archimedes was born in the city of Syracuse in Sicily about three hundred 

years before Jesus Christ was born. He was a mathematician and a scientist. 

Mathematics was dearer to him but he was proficient in scientific experimentation. 

Here, the king of Sicily got a crown of pure gold made by a goldsmith. His order was 

that no impurity should be added to the crown. On getting the crown, the king had a 

doubt that the goldsmith has mixed some impurity. He wanted to get the crown 

tested by other goldsmiths. But they said that for finding out if any impurity has been 

mixed they have to melt the crown.

King Heron did not want that because the beautiful crown will be spoiled. 

King called Archimedes and told him the problem. Is there any possibility of knowing 

if any impurity has been added by keeping the crown in tact ? Archimedes told that 

he needed a few days to think.

One day Archimedes while deep in thought got into a bathtub full of water in 

the bathroom. After sometime it was seen that a completely naked Archimedes was 

running towards his home shouting ‘Eureka’, ‘Eureka’. The word is Greek meaning ‘I 

have got it, I have got it’. The prevailing story ends there but it is said that after 

getting back home he did a few more experiments and then informed the king that 

the crown has impurity.

Archimedes Principle

What may have happened while taking bath in the bathtub? I am taking the 

liberty of little imagination to fill up this gap. When we immerse our body fully in 

water, we feel a little lighter. It is a very common experience. It will be clear if one 

bathes in a pond. Archimedes must have had this experience. But on that day, 

when engrossed with the problem of king’s crown in his mind he got down into the 

bathtub and felt light. Then the idea flashed into his mind that under water all bodies 

will be lighter and their weight will be reduced by some amount. But if we take 

objects having same weight then will the weight be reduced by the same amount? It
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is natural not to be the same. Then, in the amount of weight that is reduced there is 

a hint to differentiate one object from the other. And then the problem of king’s 

crown will be solved. Archimedes was a genius, hie could realise quickly the 

problem and its solution. So he ran like a mad man to his house and arranged for a 

few experiments. He weighed 100 grn pure gold in water and found that the weight 

is reduced by 5.3 gm. In 100 gm of silver the reduction is 9.5 gm. And in 100 gm 

copper the reduction is 11.2 gm. Also he found from experiment that in whatever 

form the 100 gm gold is taken (sphere, rod or plate) the weight loss is same. Then, 

Archimedes conducted his last experiment. He weighed the king's crown. He 

weighted the crown inside water and found out the weight loss. Then he took the 

same weight of pure gold and found out the weight loss when it is under water. He 

found that in the case of the crown the weight loss is more. This means that the 

crown is not made of pure gold. There is some impurity. Assuming that silver has 

been used as an alloying metal he also found out how much of alloying metal has 

been used. The problem of the king was solved. But, much more important is that a 

new discovery is made - the Archimedes Principle. Perhaps you can realise from 

this example how powerful a tool in science is measurement and experiment.
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9 Group Discussion

On AIDS Awareness Programme (IX - X Std) the teacher initiates the 
discussion with a question on a contemporary issue.

1. Man suffers from many diseases like T.B., Malaria, Chikunguniya, AIDS, etc.

2. The media is giving plenty of publicity about HIV/AIDS. When the whole 
media is talking about this. Why should we have an AIDS Awareness 
Programme in Schools ?

Possible answers from students :

51 : AIDS affects people of all age groups especially youth.
52 : AIDS is a deadly disease spreading fast across the world.
53 We should be aware of AIDS so that we can prevent getting the 

Disease.

3. T Why do you think that you should be aware of AIDS ?

Possible answers from Students :

51 : AIDS is a deadly disease.
52 : There is no cure for this disease and no vaccination.
53 AIDS could affect me too if I am indifferent.

4. T : Yes, it affects humans, the youth in particular. Statistics reveal HIV
infects thousands of children and youth every day. Do you know how 
this infection spreads ?

1. It spreads through sex with the infected person.
2. It spreads through blood transfusion.
3. It spreads through infected needles.
4. It spreads from mother to child.

5. T How is sex with the infected person responsible for spread of HIV ?

Possible Answers :

51 : An infected person transmits the virus when he/she has sex with a
Healthy person.

52 : The newly infected person will spread the infection to his/her spouse.
53 : An infected woman could infect her unborn child.

2A. T : What is AIDS?
Si : Acquired Immuno Deficiency Syndrome

T : Yes, Acquired means we have invited the virus into our body.
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Immuno Deficiency syndrome means where the immune system is 
destroyed and our body is prone to opportunistic infections like T.B., 
Diarrhoea, Cancer etc. along with symptoms like fever, weight loss, 
Etc.

2B T : What does HIV stand for ?
S4 : Human Immuno Deficiency Virus.

This is a virus which causes AIDS in humans.

T : Why do we say that AIDS is incurable ?

Possible Answers :

51 : It is caused by a virus, hence difficult to cure.

52 There is no permanent cure for AIDS.
53 : The patient does not respond to any medication.

T ; Suppose you come across a HIV+ person afflicted by AIDS,
what should be one’s reaction ?

Answers :

51 : He/She should not be treated as an outcaste.
52 If they are HIV+ children, they must be allowed to attend schools like 

any other children.

53 : They should not be discriminated against.
54 : We must interact with them naturally instead of sympathiszing or

Shunning them.

T : Now that you are aware of the most dangerous mode of transmission
Of HIV, how can this be prevented ?

Probable Answers :

51 : One should practice safe sex, use condom.
52 : Married persons should be faithful to the spouse.

T : ABC of Prevention of AIDS is
A - Abstinence - Have no sex before marriage.
B - Be faithful to one’s spouse.
C - Condom to be used for safe sex.

T How can Blood Transfusion be responsible for HIV infection ?

Probable Answers :

Si During accidents/ operation when a patient needs blood, If infected 
Blood is transfused the patient is infected.
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s2 : Blood untested for HIV is transfused . The recipient gets infected.

T : How can it be prevented ?

Possible Answers

S3 : One should insist on infection free blood for blood transfusion.

S4 : As far as possible insist on blood from close relatives.

T How are infected needles and drug abuse responsible for HIV
Infection ?

Possible Answers

Si : Improperly sterilised hypodermic needles used to inject drugs/ 
Medicines in hospitals.

S2 : Drug addicts sharing the needles to inject themselves with ‘drugs’.

T : How can it be prevented ?

Answers
1.
2.

Use only sterile disposable syringes and needles.
Say no to drug abuse.

T : How do you think an unborn child could be infected ?

Answers

S3 : Through the mother.
Since the nutrients pass on to the child through the mother’s blood, the 
Unborn child could be infected if the mother is infected

T : How can this be prevented ?

Possible Answers

S1 : A HIV + Woman may avoid bearing a child.

S2 : She could as well adopt a child.

T : How does HIV not spread ?

S, :
52 :
53
54 :
55 :
56 :
57 :

It does not spread through air, water or food.
It does not spread through insect bites.
It does not spread by living with the infected person.
It does not spread by sharing toilets or bathroom.
It does not spread by hand shake or hugging.
It does not spread by studying in the same class or school.
It does not spread by playing together.
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T : Is there a difference between HIV+ and AIDS ?

Possible Answer:

I don’t know.
There is no difference.
Yes, there is a difference.

Possible Answers :

S4 : A HIV+ person looks as normal as a healthy person in the initial stage.
AIDS is the later stage of HIV +.

w
 cn

 cn

Thank you children.
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[aJe should mot bh^oix)
o t her ou as ke t n l>)&$tit

* fVt>j tiko
bb^ clbOj aod other
ll^ll m a\. l> tO! Il tp/Kik
c)ia t ,' b i'j fo o d. oind

belt CiKiol ! k i-OiP
Pfi.^kherC ooi ! 1 be

>vmOli />u
b n p t-j / <.

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

Solutions—^- iOa. shoLiJti 
to $ top Lu/,,,, 

folai ties? OJe stolid.
m.5l> pa.pt>- PacpclPtt

Poll) ctc.f •■ 0 CcIKt'Cf 

t h > K\ ca p.

P/cifti c / civ no b alpooo
(AACife-Z 'bo pCxSO PhrObUAtx,
1t; ^notd allots uxakn 

through ,'b,
~'Q> by bhp tv e ccuL 

Knoiv 'that ole\s bi'^ can t
bt-lOrYte. xa uli <e. t o bhe

> 0 i /,
Where do you want to apply?
bt t should ibop 

(Li/^v^ fty i b b\ e^Le>nt/ 
~ir(? 7■'/ L c e. c \*' t h . tv o
:>hv>ald bru -bo i t.so

foydt iso i bh. (debt

r e> e r C

CO^th.



0< G

Activity -1

Chapter:

\A'

GVqvwjsM tfrA avA < \5,v

-o }Class:VH B

Issue/Context:

c\S<*
V\oiC Ao 1

problems associated What I have learnt about this

A \S ^VV\)\\QV\U4evK
uiVevA ooe "b-VGou^Vx y\osti<_ 
\V 50 <We< Ave scA\ 

tb vi \voV, b e gc_am 
<xv\A Vvcx.c , s v\o
Vecc^se coaavcG
i.ectAM^O'.P‘^c\ \-k
\exxvj e. v?\avfV -^o 3xw .

M5e. sVooVA V'OJA) Aa<^-\c
U.'jC _ .

CW v C\ 5> S5\V) \e.

\*ie sVac,0V) vvot XV\<©u^V\. 
^’VisVAci c>v\ AV<s sSVx>c+

'XI C s\-\Qvj\d Ak-Ow.^Vx 1 v\

Possible Remedies
,t_______ SnUrnntj

Elimination by Experiment

vb S \\o 0 V\ 0 £ buv^ \
<- QVjsY\ C< , q,.^ VR>£

bVo<M AV <tlQ rt: V
•tGe <ecy\e \0;^

. fy,A ■,)? -teusec^

Solutions'a WG, SVocVA^V
t^oue^v m W\A/\V

0<\A ct CGy- 0

^>Vov)\c\ ^’J'V \ v\
< c\<°- ;o\v\

IvM'a vce yocx 
\a <So\\ r\_ v&\V

\>v.A 9\qs-Hc cloes^G 

'o'oer,v V 

oiA\ v\q4- \eak>£ ’-x-ccVe^' 
Ao 3 o \ v\ ^ueViil
Where do you want to apply?
'■W’V^OX'.A Vk'-S exVi Vuv^t
V-' < Co.kA: -X^vA fA eA"3 
c-V-o <A <A a (j -VA'' a€_

vkxvAW^
" ** '"'X'X'\

'■ C).C \ 0 X' \ e S , ,C,XX\ VlC* V\S



^Ao<3>UAx\s

ASSOClA'V

wVevK 'Aj c -\\"<o'j2>Va ^v'£ o-sVc 
*s\\5a Sov £- \K)aS't_e Sow? 
<v\\w<)\c, ^\\\ coA; \ *t <3mA.
A cavvVAO’V d^e/A s\o\Ma<V 
AV sAsrf e ACA“fewa',0

Wc 3>4sA^atcVQAA<k' ^OV? v '-c'

> G \A c\< , ~We-<-I(y<e VM\\' \?c



Activity -1

Chapter: Class.VI \

Issue/Context:
PJLOSJti O Odi a UAXX^Prc .
pou-l CU 1 1 HOJTUCXQd- 

6

Problems associated What I have learnt about this

• pJbouJric d-S h.odTC±n4 'ujjl JKctrrit tAnaX-

Jdr menu kt x^ict JtuiaqeU p J

°v\ J(C% p Jlctn t5, . LtAJL T^VuxtXxi nnA
UJJVin vw. thrcu., pXosfv. EEntVdt dVSX PdUCViAdC

SovvQ, vclUQ cV<MwiFct tPv ,OlA' Jbfi pyad
pdjojrvQ- vvv<_X0 tvicvpx '-^ ‘'r- h-OurmunJl 

Cfrcvc ] ,An at .

£>A

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

VTlO-U

• uaa 5Vn?uJjct rvoJ? 
Jtnroco JAvl pxn$*. 
CCMWo . VjJlA 
c-oA^ u^fi Jttu 

RlOd

Solutions
xni SYvoliAcV noA 
AXunuo pdAxUoo 
ccverp,

m codJlQ. ncA- 
oA-wlo Jttt'L t ujciHr 
Jto poon JMnx'oa.ohA|t 

- In oHilt eHuncvy 
JfctM). SOdX UJUlU 
O-bSorp AAvo vucnApr

Where do you want to apply?
• Shop

• in cxcr tiousA
• in cxur od&Au JluA 

. l n 6J-rec^o



Activity -1

•HcU3 (Grj
ikcj <xA taUM ,

c

Chapter: Class:VI|

'AW

Issue/Context:

6U C< LCOjle 

Wo io do fwtwxpe

Problems associated

y 4oa ox j u( C

C to'J 4 \ Crto wve nJ .

It ji6 KouSxrw^cJ

,d) j f ad be A cCM? lW c JoJ 
plastic hcuou dM

V\s\xL.kob&> .
Jj i>

What I have learnt about this

Hcwd-ic W (X 

LO'lxJfh. bS UJ ?fi

w>ctsbA w
iJ

5 pWi e J d rkp I n X V (a J o/'
bUtuvj pdouht toe w^koedd 

U-A ( polcphe'io b<xxj£. UJMe<\ 
pIcA/ijic it 'I HAdu-cj Io of do 

, CdVj 5 Ootjb- ) oh%j co1A 

-UoU—dLu^-^------- :----------------

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

lOc £hcuM 4duo-
U_^k Jew pLzdnc b) 

klk* CV\\/iZ DArwCrd 

Pl(Vbc Cocrv be lUed 

4t> j Vvoca^Uc dbCkold, ..

Solutions; VO c- 5Wdd bud 

plaiitc couc^J'

IA>C 2kbJ ci UJeJ pt)lt| - 

’ ^vejn kcxftiJ.

Ldkeio 4ke tooJxc Ju ptMA«’
b,,,Ak JeJ

'fhe. Ujcxb A . “ike, ploul k C 
cobU vuA cudxe* di« 
Wsi Ao p^< 4kc>W

XA

Where do you want to apply?

In ^Vop? jScW, hooAe , 
fcvioAie % .

eJ>



Activity -1

Chapter:

p.

ClassiVI

Issue/Context:

cm ci wajk
HOW civ 2 mCllA^qc

Problems associated What I have learnt about this

!^YVvyv\o<.V Cl bvu As

S'bYYV'i \bv.
\AbSpC. TVWA^cK 'Wtt. 

QkXVVVVtxlx '(A-VCLM qV\iO, .

tPe l&nsnb about VAxs

■ihoi <-& not

use plcuAi c cAQf'-iA.

tOe $>AouLd mly. iA)3v

1 c (crlA tx>sp t

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

Vb Spovb-A Y\^ gvS<? 
p\oS\c ujcNexs ,

sPOuy ,sec 

A'n°P j U V\s\c c caj^ 
YAvXe^ niA lOp.C’Q

s'olu'tions^’ ^°cV AdOWxA

Goulet m/ 
ffcpjhe [Oven

3P -find AtaA 

dOTD?d -}ha oocdvQJi 

ard Abs |sbsfic ce>oo\ 

did v\eA ctb.?cCC3>ec<.

Where do you want to apply?

IaRqw uJ5- Y)Un 4t

4b



f'Ue p\as[ic ww
R/X^ WW '
7/ uX I'M RtfHlUf 
/p H^pMh, M pMb won 7 

mDiO & or tU Will chf-

S) 7>c>x

7) W sY§vA<k ndV Vo^cvcr
XV iccoda uo\W\ erco\iQ.Y 
-to \V\n yy\<\wo<a •



Chapter:

Activity -1

Class:VI

IssueZContext:
Plashc 0L5 X CjOasfe 

H^x> do T mctsiqps •

problems associated

manure
IF 'S harrnju.) )-q envifha^^^ 

-II- Pb tHwnpjt -to li’vZin^

oroo/ua^

Iwrr^W naicrehes

PkuM. Poevrpi

d-kcp coaf-o, {q Pct^i> -tbftfuoj 
ft-.

What I have learnt about this

4-hiIj -—d Hjgg-P6*s>
har^nHo ,

e-Wy<yr&-
sbauM Ztof- -flvdu> 

1 d-L/tfc_ jfl le&d 'Sudk\ / 

sWd threw

Possible Remedies Elimination by Experiment

^^fov c^rrv»j<7^ ("dt^ricib " '------
* Io rho.(ce ro<id$

Vjcu^’t^ Ao maH pta.sft'c roA-tench 

0erV>? chidLb pbof-lt^

Qxirl TerUfi eJbc .

totx^eh does 
Hvocn<^>) p btvlf c

pass

VA Xt Mb 53 X •et’w^'vE o/ 4< uJfc$. Ex
Solutions b>
-ld<? can ose bo.igp> infeact
PlaiKt

fh ^/Vhere do you want to apply?

toe bcXV(> Io QPf2^ X

- toe can tx>ead dems vnstad of 
'^hc



1 hdv?

-a^fn 4p ^^a^ajn- 
daw\

b6C

Pla>h c



C-A'fou.p no- \

Activity -1

Chapter: ClasszVI 1 0)

Issue/Context:

f* lxo 11 c ol qo \<

Ho«> A_o \

Problems associated What 1 have learnt about this

U^eAoKort pvotAerni 

^011 co,if nol peY(;^

•Hv \ '03 ob 0^111 d f c

Q«s Ci)J pfcibh CL

tee Hayovu in c^U(\on
r^Aeof' -\A)e ccxy-iA d^Spose 
plo-^'(c cvb> d nn^vU.

Possible Remedies

3Jc)e Vccxu e Jlc<k^ rv 4 VI-mjJ 

S^vccxLi f\ot Vt\»C Ckh
3 VS fv42>< V73 j-eii Vo VMb OKjL 

evivuvmmrnl „ skcoJJ
U*e pojppy baj^i jj IVicv e

- » St> cb'fpca^ s^jy
l! iVi a. bm,'U

LO Onk^ 

Elimination by Experiment

FcX KJc.a€ VoA\ oa p y rpj

bot iVvovJA ><€cLmXC <aA Hj 
tu>e <4- plotJ/e vac^Cjj
»ioj tk><0L0 bive on J
V->S .skicvlj, L-LbC pxkpfV ktLo^ 
■tUe &kc<ilj keep ooxfvYt4k
ci.Lnt.~U ^OVY, 1 ■

Solutions
(o’e martoje. by -f^
PtadLucjeq ■ike. UxS<2 ijy 
po|.i«ivv boyacw^ luie 

Fctpe^ bays.,pz b^ronc^ 

H ('o___ ^fWv 1,-i c^e

yV\x picu> V/c uoi H no V 
oHtx_xw 41 vc <jOtsA-<v Vo

’ ptl^S H/LVO CJLr^Vx A 043^ 
t>c>il CM i'll cX^ Xc 
plant- Uiill no) ipOL-J

i\ 4lo Soil f ocVoj'tai, Vb

' Where do you want to apply? 

boe \oi|t paptY vOYappeY 4o

•Vbt books * cawn^ vegeJ
|J In pcxpcv covet cdt (X

: VK’ yov\rz} of!

£f’



A L_JI nJ- Uo-ve th ^v

,|c <y lnSic£<i wicJ 1/v QW^'

^coV-eif c^n y COM'S * *TV( plo^fr 15 

Ho\ C^COYV, f^OS(\i<? fc 4k\h
^''1 yM kdZ vu &ojl +o ta-tf-flutH*

f-L pUv^k ^\j

tonUn-j j<>ock^ U-^ cAuaudJ n<3' 

ptcuAi e fn$kcL Hu c^oi^xcV

SOVwk 1 k\XKU C Ccsy 

A-U C slvoo-lJ U_h<J A OVx?v

(->V'A O\J<V Qj>i.lj41r\ „ 1U>
S^5CleHf,^' Vvf f: 
k> WA J<£ plo^Uc VO tik 

f\i U_'( |-\v ch'lctvCKl
nnoU? c^|.^ ^;yu

polijVk.i^ loan 5. ptJe £>hou' } 

re.rtucG the u.5e<^ rxiL-h 
ftS p0Sf> i hie..

-fAcih-Ce- cv~> tj j p CyA

Ctu?> vao Su^j-Tci'erH 

Ha we1 IS r^i. pAoJbH C Ihn

cOuVcA Vk)H( nol (LVaHv 4\

A’ rw v

5 6Y1 HS°\ °nxx nv^vofj
CjLso V1CH cool<v

^k\S Hcdqek oc><yY)f> cu<l 

LO^-U fer fc? e

UAO



Activity -1

twup 
AcuAl-S A

3 Lt.nDxAc

Chapter: Class?% Vir

Issue/Context:
PLASTIC A OsTjR

II '[& J<9£O £

Problems associated What I have learnt about this

u3 proUm-V &£
*ii 1 --'

’i 'ku/.C i i ».%;
3 f < x »» ■ T < I UOv (
I'l l\QLhhvJ

_ ft \U U f u
AC'i t. (A buhi* ii/

<A ortKiiQ -rriiTL-tc>Mfuci

< thOf l mu | (A i. I , ,
“irr?— C^rfrUXCA-—lA>C4rCt*r> If PCI

Possible Remedies

T

l\k have t(Mn.L thctH- 

TV vi +U tucwvtj <51- 

"tlu tctvHa. V\k have 
‘to QtAute 0.9 uq “plcti 

rj vee clisppse bimi i 

iatIhccvPj |\K { U)t wi U 
UbuAumv \P,

•nc
W

Elimination by Experiment

l'ye- car, go/kx./ cdL 
phsb'c. Locate. and- 

■’"‘t'x I-L ar-u-L Hv-OL^.X
•S i ‘x t ijl, c, U3 <xy InnoA e.

CSe. ct-ktt-4.1X1- -pv- iv^/p.^
J'OcuZs, -
Solutions

I uy,. Use. pVxsnc bo CtfAJoY'

hacks' 1 !'■( >■''•: <j ■|W 
11 u. fo, t. H '

O/Ju. <J-6L.\ r-uS( ’('UV
(/.u'lj (iV 

/ «
; .

pu.V> ,(./ O'vc.uqf.

Where do you want to apply?

jyiii u r-o.l'< ,

R.ooJl r



Fvp[-j' t*n s L'
p 'V'' I I N '

5e i-L ^ik&8
gV'OlA^ ^v LOClT C.V'*J)IS '
is -bcckevA bu, ' fonts cu-JL 

ir. .is C0Va3ilv'\<.gL Li, Lumtv^

J- kills inc/u|, microbe.^,
Mi kick u?e. ne<,oL .

J. '.- poll (xteS 'keoL, i} we. 

cLc-poSute. Ik t.cuvL L,'l|

SCjG*- CU^ 1 v^voJ 2=, .



Activity -1

Chapter: VW<C Class:VI|

Issue/Context: , //
/ untie as a ybno

i f (He

Problems associated
I A , 1= -r 13 ,? .( ( {.<■< it > }|,( 4a >4<x\U
llanivJuL )o
nnic/'if . (ah pokuraiie)
BtocAz'n^ p, >'S< 
fl’itUr/ctzH.’ cua^ -5fU'< 
1-wxJ" U9' U 'Jl3’)l-'*^ 

/( do M id

7 t s %o» £(vu1<A
I <■ U U.U2^J <'m‘ j ' j ( 

GlJ<onA>vHi.6?iAc (wsV'<Hen &

Possible Remedies

What I have learnt about this
ho

Xjo5 nobxHomo inH 
I 'tfr h'kc fa Lia> Jht
r i\ui m n nuX.a/J 

npf' dim XU<
’. AP<1. 1

p^”

zW+i •
mxM'A. j---------------------------

Elimination by Experiment

Io lox cfcpnpptxhj ,
f' r^''^ j'0(l(.

V> c V V $ a K !

P twlvdo^ iHIP

Solutions
X Mn.nqn< tb b(( 

l d , /’
li'tf’l' X

Where do you want to apply?
g.ue-’i ir Mus (. ■



(J) Old' Ckou/Cfcts
,?jaH r?Ax'r9'i.f?/x5 .
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PART - II MATHEMATICS



MATHEMATICS IN DAY-TO-DAY LIFE SITUATIONS 
(PRIMARY LEVEL)

There can be hardly any debate on the fact that most of the 
mathematical content at primary level is used in day-to-day life 
situations. To cite one such area of content, consider the concept of 
numbers and operations on them. In fact, these things existed in life 
situations much earlier to their systematic entry into the discipline of 
mathematics. Mahaveer acharya, one of the ancient Indian 
Mathematicians, says that there is hardly any sphere of life where there 
are no numbers.

It is a noteworthy point that NCF 2005 has laid lot of emphasis on 
linking Mathematics teaching with life situations to promote 
meaningful learning among children. NCF 2005 has even given some 
broad guidelines for this purpose such as constructivism, beyond 
classroom teaching, beyond text book teaching etc.

One of the 3 R’s of education itself is arithmetic and this implies that 
arithmetic is as important as reading and writing a particular language. 
The point of emphasis here is that there is no need of searching for 
mathematics at the primary level which occurs in a day-to-day life 
situations. However, it may be desirable to know about more life 
situations where mathematics is employed or to be employed. In the 
ensuing material, an attempt has been made to illustrate the use ol 
mathematics in day-to-day life situations by taking few topics such as 
(i) Numbers (Arithmetic), (ii) Triangles (Geometry) or ? (iii) Equations 
(Algebra) or ?



The format may have the following features:

1) Concepts/facts/formulae.

2) Life situations in which concepts/facts/formulae used.

3) Level of usage: K or U or A.

4) Problem solving as an important tool to link mathematics with life 
situations.

5) Impact of the situation cited likely to make on the learner in terms of 
better understanding or arousal of interest etc.

6) Suggestions for further reading/activities etc.



1

Mathematics in day-to-day Life situation

Concept: Numbers

Related Concepts :
■0

iii)

i) Hindu Arabic Numerals 
Roman Numerals 

Mathematical Operations
a) Addition
b) Subtraction
c) Multiplication

Hindu Arabic Numerals

Introduction : A numeration system can be characterized as consisting of a 
finite set of symbols for certain numbers together with a set of rules governing 
the use of these symbols. The numbers represented by particular symbols 
are known as the digits of the system.

In Hindu Arabic system the numerals used are 0, 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

Situations from daily life and situation based problems:

• Counting no. of leaves.

• Counting no. of veins in a leaf.

• No. of sense organs.

• No. of different other organs in our body.

• No. of sports materials they use

• No. of friends they have.

• No. of text books they have studied from Class-I.

• No. of wheels in a bicycle, tricycle etc.

• No. of sides in different geometrical figures like rectangle, 
parallelogram, triangle, square etc.

• Counting no. of leaves after removing all the leaves.

• No. of tube lights in each class room.

• No. of window panes in a classroom.



• Amla went to her friends house and while entering their house she-x

saw a Rangoli and started counting the no. of triangles.
Can you help her in counting.

• Once Subhash went to a shop to buy some chocolates in the bottle. 
He found that the total n

• umber was equal to the no. of day in the month of April. Can you 
guess the no. of chocolates.

Roman Numerals

Introduction : An ancient system of numeration is the Roman numeration 

system. The seven basic symbols represent the values are

1 = 1, V = 5, X=10, L = 50,

C = 100, D = 500 M = 1000

Daily life situations and situations based problems:

* Ranks marked in the report card.

* Numbering the standards in schools.

* Numbers written on the faces of the clock.

* Numbering the main questions in question paper.

* Raju first visited his aunts house in XIII Cross and his brothers house in 

XV cross. His house was just in between both the above-mentioned roads.

In which Cross is his house situated.
* Why 7.06 cannot be written in Roman system?

* In MMIV a disastrous Tsunami waves have touched Indian soil.

* Write your birth year in Roman system .

* How many students are there in age group 10-12 in your class.

Write the same in Roman Numerals.

2



3
4

* Now in mathematics_____________system is being used. This system

was discovered by and this was propagated by___________ . Hence, this

system is called______________ The salient feature of this system is that

only _____________numerals are used and they are _________and

________ . These symbols are also called numbers. These numbers have

________________values and also values. Hence, it is possible to write any

large number and also to calculate I, V, X, C, L, D, M are the symbols used

in Roman system. These symbols have______________value only but not

____________value. Romans did not know____________ .

* Write your residential address using Roman numerals only.

* Ramu’s mother earned Rs.MMD and spent Rs.MMD. Find out 

the remaining amount in Roman numerals.

Mathematics Operations

Addition: Addition is essentially the concept of putting (combining) collections 

together where attention is focused on the number of objects in the collection. 
It is nothing but one more.

One little parrot, singing I love you,

One more joins in, making them two.

Two little parrots, resting on a tree,

One more joins in, making them three.

Three little parrots looking for more,

One more joins in, making them four.

Four little parrots, wanting to dive.

One more joins in, making them five.

Fact 1 : You can add two numbers in any order and the sum will remain the 

same.

i.e. , If Rama is given 60 red beads and 40 black beads, Suma is given 40 

red beads and 60 black beads. Then they are asked to calculate the total

3



Fact 2 : When we add zero to a number, the sum is the number itself.

If Suvarna has 16 pens with her, she gets 6 pencils as New Year gifts. 

What will be the total number of pens with her?

16 + 0 = 16 

*e*’ a + 0 = a

Fact 3 : When we add one to a number we get the next number or the 

successor of the given number.

Daily life situations and situation based problems:

* Counting and adding all the family members.

* Adding total no. of benches in his school.

* Surveys and thereby sums up the no. of Auto’s pass from his road in 

one hour.

* Finds the total no. of trees or shrubs in his school garden.

* No. of Kms he travels from house to school (to and fro).

* Counting the no. of chairs in the cinema hall.
* Counting the no. of people who attended to view cricket match.

* Total no. of pupils who visit school library daily.

* If in a class 036 girls and 26 boys are there then calculate the total 

strength of the class.
* There are 16409 male teachers and 16729 female teachers in a state.

What is the total no. of teachers in the State.

* A soap factory produced 2452.1897 and 2310 soap cakes in three days. 

How many soap cakes were produced in all.
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There are 4786 men. 3982 women and 3057 children in a village. 

Find the total population of the village.

If the English alphabets are numbered as

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
A B C D E F G H I J K L M

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Then what does the following words sums up?

1. Attitude

2. Aptitude

3. Hard work

4. Honesty

5. Intelligence

Subtraction: Taking away from the collection, comparison and 

complementary addition are the other two interpretations for the purpose of 
problem solving.

Collecting no. of pictures of sports personalities and giving some to 
his friends.

* Counting no. of trees and classifying into different varieties. As a result
the becomes lesser.

* Spending money i.e., purchasing any stationary item.

* Krishna had 500 Rs., he spent Rs.200 for buying two dictionaries.
Find out the remaining amount with him.

* Seema was puzzled by seeing a series would you like to help her in finding
out the missing terms. 15,[ | 11, 09 Qj 05, 03,^
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Jalaja saw a necklace and was thinking that some numbered pearls were 

missing and was just searching for the correct numbered pearl will you find 

it?

* Raksha found an interesting game of coding would you like to play then just
think. If, RIE is coded as 4. Then WIP = __________

Hint:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
A B C D E F G H I J K L M

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

* Rahim bought 26384 coconuts from his garden. He sold 17426 coconuts to 

Rangaiah. Now how many coconuts are remaining with him(Rahim)?

* Sunad and Arvind were playing cricket. Sunad made 19 runs but Arvind 

could make only 15 runs. By how many runs he lost the match.

* The cost of the property of Rao Bahadur Suryanarayana Rao is

1,80,76,540. He gave Rs.90,38,270 of his property to his son Nagesh 

Suryanarayana Rao and remaining to his daughter Chandralekha.

How much money does she gets.

Multiplication: Every counting number is a multiple of 1. Every counting 

number is a multiple of itself. Every multiple of a counting number is greater 

than or equal to the number. There is no end to multiples of a number.

* Students starts counting no. of chairs in any Cinema hall but instead of go 

on counting multiplying rows and columns.
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7/

* If one radio costs Rs.600 then what is the cost of 200 such radios.

* In a blood donation camp 500 milli litres of blood were collected from each 

person. If there are 1500 blood donors. How much of blood was collected.

* In a match box there are 40 sticks and there are 12 boxes of the above type 

and these are packed in a box. In a packet if there are 24 cases. Find the 

total no. of sticks in that packet.

* There are 10 books of 50 tickets. If 2 tickets are removed from each book. 

Find the total remaining no. of tickets.

* A bag contains 100 coconuts. Out of which 65 are bigger and remaining 

are smaller. A big coconut costs Rs.5 each and small coconut costs 

Rs.4 each. Find the total cost of coconuts in that bag.

* A dance programme was arranged to collect donation to construct a school 

auditorium. 1000 tickets were sold out of which 300 were Rs.100 per ticket, 
400 were sold at Rs.80 per ticket, and the remaining 300 were sold Rs.50 

per ticket. Find the total amount collected.

* Leela found 5x2 + 3 = 13 but Sheela got 5 x 2 + 3 = 25. Who is correct in 

her calculation. Leela or Sheela and why?

Suggestive activities:

* Arrange any five digits from 1 to 9 so that the product (i) the greatest 

possible number (ii) the smallest possible number

□ □ □

□ □
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* Somu thinks that the predecessor of him Ramu is much more talented by 

answering 60 questions in 60 minutes. His successor is lazier by answering 

20 questions in 20 minutes. Do you think Somu is right in his thoughts.

‘Harish is not as tall as Hamid. Hamid is taller than both Harish and Hari. 

Harish is not as tall as Hari, but is taller than Harish, who is the tallest.

Suggestion for Further Reading

* Mayan, Egyptian and Babylonian numerals.

To calculate quickly : Vedic Mathematics - Maths with smile. By 

Dr.S.N.Pandiyar could be referred.

Impact of Situational Approach

Students will be familiar with the situations which will be provided for 

them, but it is not that simple as it involves thinking, reasoning, calculating 

skills. As a result he uses his commonsense which precisely develops his 

emotional quotient with intelligent quotient.

By
B.S.Swaroopa
EWS, 624, Behind JSS Dental 
Hostel, Bannimantap, Mysore 
Phone No.6523213
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Mathematics in day-to-day Life Situations

Geometry

The word Geometry is said to be derived from the Greek words ‘Geo’ 

meaning ‘Earth’ and ‘Metron’ meaning ‘measurement’. Thus the origin of 

Geometry can be traced back to the times when people first felt the need of 

measuring lands. Nowadays we use Geometry in almost every walk of life like 

construction of buildings, layouts, etc.

1.
1.

2.

3.

Polygons

Concepts - Related Concepts
Plane, point, line segment, line, ray, angle.

Solids - their surface area and volume, cube, cuboid, cone, cylinder, 

sphere, prism.

Plane figures - their perimeter and area 

Triangle

Quadrilateral Square

Pentagon \\\ '"' Rectangle 
Hexagon \\ Parallelogram

Octagon, etc. \ Rhombus

' Trapezium, etc.

4. Parallel lines.
5. Perpendicular lines

11. Situations from daily life

la) Plane : It is a Hat surface with no boundary. We cannot represent a 

plane. But can only give examples for part of a plane. E.g. blackboard, 

floor, wall, etc.

b) Point : It stands for Mathematical models. E.g. comers of a room, 

corners of a table.

I



We use points to represent the meeting points of two perpendicular lines, 

intersection of diagonals of a rectangle, to locate places in Map and to represent 

celestial bodies, etc.

c) Line Segment: e.g. edges of a scale, table, etc.

We can represent the shortest distance between any two points in a plane 

by a line segment. It has two end points. So we can measure its length.

Measurement of length
It is used in tailoring, carpentry, construction, division of land, etc.

The standard unit of length is metre (m). Smaller lengths can be 

measured in mm, cm, dm, etc. Distance between two places is measured in 

kilometres (km).

d) Line : If we extend a line segment into both the sides infinitely, we get a 

line.

e) Rays :Ray has only one end point. E.g. Rays of light from different 

sources such as sun, stars, bulb, candle, etc.

f) Angle : An angle is formed by two rays with a common initial point. 

E.g. Angles formed at the corners of a table, angles, formed by two hands of a 

clock, angles formed by the fingers, etc.

2. Solids :
To classify the objects around us according to their shapes.

In the construction of buildings, tanks, dams, etc.

To calculate the capacity of vessels.

In industries - to make containers of different volumes.

3. Plane figures :
To make designs on clothes, jewellery (their SA and P) etc.

2



To divide the land 

To construct buildings 

In carpentry 

In drawing and painting 

In gardening

In the construction of roads, parks and layouts.

Examples of situations and situation based problems.
A. Measurement of Length : In textiles and other industries, carpentry.

1. In a week, 20 m 50 cm of tapestry cloth and 140 m 45 cm of curtain cloth 

are sold. If the total sale of cloth material during the week is 280 m 65 

cm, how much of material other than tapestry and curtain cloth is sold ?

2. Paper of length 210 m 75 cm is consumed in a printing press on a certain 

day. If 20m 45 cm of paper gets wasted on the day, what length of paper 

was put to good use ?

3. A roll of toilet paper is manufactured to a length 53m 50 cm. Out of 

this, 15m 70cm got damaged in the machine. How much toilet paper was 

left in the roll ?

4. Furnishing cloth measuring 88m 50 cm was sold on Monday. 60m 75 cm 

was sold on Tuesday. 90m 45 cm was sold on Wednesday. 34m was 

sold on Thursday. What is the total length of clothes that was sold on all 

the four days ?

5. A wooden plank is 8m 50cm long. A carpenter has cut a length of 3m 

65cm from it. Flow much of the plank will remain ?

6. If A, B, C and D are four places in a line and if the distance between A 

and B is 140 km, B and C is 35 km and C and D is 100 km, what is the 

distance between A and D. Which is nearer to B? A or D. By how many 

kilometres ?
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7. Riina goes for morning walk. She started from the home and after 

covering 250m in a straight road, took a right tum(90°) and walked for 

400m. Again she took a right turn and walked for 250m. What is the 

distance to her home now?

8. Measure the height of all the students of class IV and find out who is the 

tallest and who is the shortest ?

9. Measure the height of your family members and compare their heights.

10. Given below is the outline of a school campus. Look at the diagram and 

answer the following questions.

a) What is the distance between H.M.’s office and Science Lab ?

b) What is the distance between classrooms and store ?

11. The height of a building is 50m 45cm. If a tree next to it is taller than the 

building by 3m 85 cm, what is the height of the tree ?

B. Solids
1. A match box measures 4 cm by 2.5 cm by 1.5 cm. What will be the 

volume of a packet containing 12 such match boxes ? How many such 

packets can be placed in a cardboard box whose size is 60cm x 30 cm x 

24 cm?

2. A cuboidal vessel is 10 cm long and 5 cm wide. How high it must be 

made to hold 300 cm3 of a liquid?
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3. A rectangular water reservoir contains 52000 1 of water. Find the depth 

of the water in the reservoir if its base measures 6m by 3.5m.

4. How many bricks of size 22 cm x 10 cm x 7 cm are required to construct 

a wall 33m long, 3.5m high and 40m thick, if cement and sand used in the 

construction occupy 1/10lh part of the wall ?

5. If the rainfall on a certain day was 5cm, how many litres of water fell on 

1 hectare field on that day? (1 hectare = 10,000 m2).

6. A village having a population of 4,000 requires 150/ water per head per 

day. It has a tank which is 20m long, 15m broad and 6m high. For how 

many days the water of this tank will last ?

7. The floor of a rectangular hall has perimeter of 250m. Its height is 6m. 

Find the cost of painting its four walls (including doors, etc.) at the rate of 

Rs.6 per square metre.

8. The length breadth and height of a room are 5m, 2.5m and 325 cm. The 

doors and windows occupy an area of 25 m . What is the cost of painting 

the walls at the rate of Rs.2.00 per m2 ?

9. An agricultural field is in the form of a rectangle of length 20m and width 

14m. A pit 6m long, 3m wide and 2.5m deep is dug in a comer of the 

field and the earth taken out of the pit is spread uniformly over the 

remaining area of the field. Find the extent to which the level of the field 

has been raised.

10. A box with lid is in the form of a cuboid. Its length, breadth and height 

are respectively lm 30cm, 75cm and 20cm. Find the cost of painting its 

outside at the rate of Rs.4 per cm“.

11. There are 231 cubic inches in a gallon. A cylindrical can has a radius of 

7” and a height of 15'. How many gallons does it contain ?

12. Ravi has two vessels of capacity 3/ and 1/ each. How can he measure 2/ 

of milk using them?
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Plane Figures : Surface area and perimeter.

1. A hall measures 16m by 12m. How many square tiles of side 4m will be 

required to pave its floor ?

2. If a kitchen garden is 50m long and 30.5 m broad, what is the cost of 

manuring the gardens at the rate of Rs.6.50 per sq. m.

3. What will be the perimeter of this cross if the side of each square is 4cm 

5 mm?

4. Raju wants to fence his garden which is in square shape and each side 2m 

long. What will be the length of the fence ?

5. A rangoli has to be done with 200g of powder and if the shape is to be as 

shown below, where each line is 50cm long. (Each side took 15g of 

rangoli powder). I low much powder will be left over ?

6. A person has 1 hectare land. He wants to divide it among his 4 sons so 

that each one gets a 400 m x 60m site. How much land will be 

remaining? (1 hectare = 10,000 m ).

7. An insect crawls along the edges of round table top of radius 30cm and 

comes back to the starting point. What is the distance travelled by the 

insect?

8. What should be the area of net to be purchased so that it covers the mouth 

of a well of diameter 2.5m?

9. What is the maximum area that can be cut from a square cardboard of 10 

cm length, so that we get a circular disc. What is the wastage ?

Triangles :RHS theorem
1. If an electric pole is 3m high and if the earth wire is to be placed at a 

distance of 4m from the foot of the pole, what should be the length of the 
earth wire ?
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IV. Impact of Situational Approach
While teaching if we relate the Mathematical concepts into daily life 

situation, it helps the children to develop special skills, sense of perception and 

they will be more observant. Also their confidence increases as they can solve 

the problems that they come across in their daily life.

- Vijayalakshmi, C.V., PRT, DMS, RIEM
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Mathematics in day to day life situations :

There is no life without Mathematics. Our life starts with our date of birth, 

birth time, etc. We lead life with calculations only. So what is life ? What is the

situation ?

L - Link 
I - Interest 
F - Flair 
E - Experiences

S - Self Command 
I - Interact 
T - Talent 
U - Understand 
A - Attitude 
T - Tolerance 
1 - Interpret
O - Onlooker or observant 
N - Natural Thinking

If the children ask why, then we can understand the child can face the 

situation. If a person has attitude, skill, knowledge, he can see every situation through 

mathematics only.

Concepts : Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Fractions, Volume, 

Commerce, Geometry, Ratio, Proportion, Units, Distance, Number Concept, Smaller, 

Bigger.

Problems :

1. Write down your phone number ? I low many digits it has ? What is the place 

value of each numeral ?

2. They have installed 20 electric poles in your street. The distance between two 

poles is 150 mts. Calculate the distance between the 1st pole and 20lh pole in 

kms.

3. The capacity of your water tank is 1000 ltrs. There are four members in your 

family. Calculate the quantity of water used by each one of your family.

4. Multiply : lxl
11x11
111 x 111 and so on............see the fun.

5. Find the length of the following objects.

i) a post card

ii) a chalk stick

iii) a new pencil
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iv) a pen

v) a brush

vi) a ten rupee currency

6. A coconut seller had 64367 coconuts. He packed them in bags with each bag 

containing 75 coconuts. Find the number of bags and the number of coconuts 

left over.

7. Ramanna purchased a colour T.V. for Rs.25,700/-, a LG Fridge for 

Rs. 16,950/- and a washing machine for Rs.12,120/-. Calculate the total 

amount he paid to the shopkeeper.

8. In your school 5/8 of the students are girls. If there arc 320 boys find the 

number of girls.

9. A bucket can hold 161 250 ml of water. 236 buckets of water fills up a tank. 

Find the capacity of the tank in litres.

10. The diameters of two water melon fruits are 28 cms and 21 cms respectively. 

I he rate of big fruit is Rs.30/- and the rate of small fruit is Rs.15/-. Which 

fruit is profitable to buy ?

11. Count the number of triangles in the given figure.

12. A person starts walking from his home. He walks 10 kms south, taking left 

turn, he walks 12 kms to reach his field. Again turning left, he walks 15 kms 

to reach bus stand. I low far he is from his house ?
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13. How many circles are there in the given figure ?

14. How many rectangles can you find in the given figure ?

14

8 B

5 7

16. 64 is — of what number ?
7

17. 1 low many squares are there ?

18. A man has five brothers and three sisters and his wife has three brothers and 

five sisters. If all assemble for a tea party and the cost per plate for male is 

Rs.10/- and the cost per plate for female is Rs.8/- per plate, then calculate the 

total expenditure.

19. A shepherd was asked as to how many sheep he has. He said if — , — and
4 5 6

of the herd were added together then they would total 37. what is the strength 

of his herd ?

3
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20. Radha rode her bicycle from home to school a distance of 15 kms at an 

average speed of 15 km/hr. She returned home from school by walking at an 

average speed of 5 km/hr. What was her average speed for the round trip if 

she took the same route in both the directions ?

2
21. The human body consists of— water.

3

a) What percentage is this ?

b) How much water will be there in a person weighing 150 kilograms?

22. In a joint family of three generation, the father is twice as old as his son and 

the grandfather is four years less than four times the age of the grandson. The 

total age is 143 years. Find out the age of the grandfather.

23. Ramesh spends 6 hours in his school, 3 hours in playground, 8 hours in 

sleeping, 4 hours in studies and 3 hours for other activities. Draw a pie chart 

using the above data.

24. Look at the calendar. List out the following data.
a) Total number of days
b) Total number of months
c) Number of months having 30 days
d) Number of months having 31 days
e) Number of months having only 28 or 29 days.

By D.R.Nemamba, DIET, Vasantha Mahal, Mysore (Aswini Nilaya, NES Extension, 
Malavalli)
Phone : 08231 - 244466 Mobile : 9945994516
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1. Concept — Related Concepts
Fractions/ Percentage I Ratio and Proportion / Units of measure/ 

Mensuration/ Statistics.

2. Daily life situations : Life related areas when mathematical concepts/ 

methods are applied.

a) Commercial situations - Trades, deposits and interests, loans, discounts.

b) Mensuration - solid objects in daily life.

c) Motion - related situation- Transport - Travel

d) Revenue - Tax collection/ Distribution of Tax for Development.

e) Science - application of Maths

f) Astronomy

g) Medical Science

h) Geography and Social Sciences

3. Illustrative (sample) problems:

1. Assuming the earth to be spherical of radius 4000 miles, if three-fourth of

the earth surface is water, find the land area on the earth (k = 3.14) in sq. 

miles.

2. A wax candle in the shape of a circular cylinder of radius 1” burns at the 

rate of 1” length I hour. If the radius were 2” instead, at what rate does it 

bum ?

3. An artist paints a canvas in the shape of a rectangle with distinct colours 

to five non-overlapping regions into which the canvas is divided. If the 

areas of the regions are as 1:2:3:4:5 and the length : width of the canvas is 

3:2, with width 2 feet, find the areas of the five regions.

4. A window is in the shape of a rectangle with sides 2 : 3 upon which a 

semi circle on the longer side of the rectangle is mounted. If the shorter 

side of the rectangle is 4' and the cost of fixing glass to the window is 

Rs.25 per sq. ft, find the total cost of fixing the glass to the window.

1



5. A person executes a will to distribute his property after him in the 

proportion 3 : 2 : 1 to his son, daughter and a charity trust. The charity 

gets Rs.60,000/- due to the will. What was the worth of the property ?

6. A person travels a distance by different modes of travel as shown below.

Mode of Travel % of the total distance covered

l. Rail 65%

2. Bus 30%

3. Ferry Rest of the journey

If by ferry, the distance covered was 10 km, what was the total distance 

travelled and distances travelled by different other modes ?

7. The temperature in Fahrenheit (F) and Celsius (C) are connected by the 

formula F = 9/5 C + 32. If there is an increased temperature by 30°C, 

how much is the increase in Fahrenheit ?

8. A candle in the shape of a circular cylinder of radius 5” and length 101' 

burns for 2 hours at a constant rate. For how long does a candle in the 

same shape but radius 2” and length 5” burn ?

9. When two trains were running on parallel tracks in the same direction at 

90 km per hour and 70 km per hour respectively. The faster train passed 

a passenger in the other train in 36 secs. What is the length of the faster 

train ?

10. An alloy contains 35% zinc, 405 copper and rest nickel. Find the 

quantity in grams of each component in l kg of alloy.

11. The weight of A is 25% of the weight of B and 40% of the weight of C. 

What percent of C’s weight is the weight of B?

12. A brick has dimensions 25 cm x 12.5 cm x 7.5 cm. How many bricks are 

needed to build a wall 6m long, 5m high and 0.5m thick ?

13. Three taps are fitted to a tank measuring 8m long, 6m broad and 2m deep. 

They can fill the tank in 4 hours, 6 hours and 8 hours respectively. If all 

of them are opened together, how much time is required to fill the tank.

2



14. Three cots and four sofa sets cost Rs.45,600 while three sofa sets and four 

cots cost Rs.55,200/- What is the cost of 5 cots and 6 sofa sets ?

15. The depth of a rectangular pond is two times the shorter side and one- 

third the longer side. If the capacity of the pond is 22,500 kilolitres, find 

the dimensions of the pond.

16. A kite is in the shape of a diamond of diagonals 26” and 34”. Find the 

area of the paper to make the kite ?

17. A silver circular plate of radius 8” is converted into a spherical vessel, 

with a lid of the same thickness on the plate. What is the radius of the 

vessel ?

18. In an exhibition, a ride in a merry go round for 5m costs Rs.5/-, a motor 

driving lasting for 8m costs Rs.10, a swing in Nova Arch for 4m costs 

Rs.6 and boating in a lake for 10m costs Rs.20. If a child is taken in all 

these for 10m, 8m, 8m, 20m respectively, find the total amount to be 

paid.

19. A rectangular lawn is surrounded by a park 2m wide and a path 2m wide

in the middle, lengthwise and width wise ............... If the dimensions of

the lawn together with the paths are 34m and 28m, find the area of the 

lawn.

20. A carpenter is required to make a triangle lamina with two equal sides 

which are 4' less than thrice the third side. How long the sides are, if the 

perimeter is 55' ?

21. The husband’s age at present is one and one-fifth his wife’s age. After 20 

years, their ages are as 9 : 8. How old were they 10 years earlier ?

22. Flow much pure alcohol must be added to 400ml of 15% solution to make 

it 32% strong ?

23. A multiple choice test contains 100 items. For every correct answer 1 

mark is given and for every wrong one 0.25 marks is deducted. If a
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candidate attempted all the items and got 55 marks, how many items did 

he answer correctly ?

24. I purchased a water cooler for Rs.6930. If the manufacturer got 5%, 

wholesaler got 10% and retailer got 20% of the cost of the manufacture, 

what is the cost of manufacture of the water cooler ?

25. A star is 4 light years away from the earth, what is its distance from the 

earth in miles ? (Velocity of light = 1,92,000 miles/ sec).

26. In a unit of a dish, ingredients A, B, C are as 2 : 3 : 5. If 500gm of A is in 

a certain amount of the dish, how much of the dish was prepared and how 

much were the other ingredients ?

27. From the circle chart, find the budget allocation for the various heads, if 

the total budget allocation is 650 crores.

A = Agriculture 

B = Roads 

C = Housing 

D = Water

E = P.D.S.

R = Primary Education

28. Each pit in the shape of a cuboid measures 8m long, 6cm wide and 3m 

deep. If 35 pits are to be dug at the labour cost of Rs.20 per m what is 

the labour cost ?

29. An insect crawls along the rim of a revolving wheel at 10” per sec, the 

diameter of the wheel being 20”. How far will the insect crawl when the 

wheel has made 15 revolutions? (rc = 3.14).
Suggestions and References
For a workshop when a source book for Mathematics in Life situations upto the Upper 

Primary is arranged, besides other references as textbooks, complementary materials to the 

texts, etc. 1. Encyclopedia - Britannica, 2. Encyclopedia - Mathematica, 3.Mathematical 

Dictionary - be provided to the writers of the workshop.
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Mathematics in day-to-day Life situations 

Class: VI Chapter: Statistics

I. Concept: FREQUENCY
The number of times something occurs.

II. Life situations in which concepts used:

i) The number of times by which Two wheelers, Three wheelers and Four 
wheelers passes a Toll gate or a corner in an hour.

ii) The number of times of types of Vegetables used in one month at your 
home.

iii) The number of goals, shootted by your friends in 3 matches.

iv) The number of players scored below 50 and above 50 runs in a series of a 
cricket game.

v) The number of mistakes/ errors committed by the students in an experiment 
at Physics lab.

III. Level of usage: Knowledge I Understanding / Application

IV. Problem solving as an important tool to link Mathematics with life solutions:

1. The maximum rainfall (in cms) during South east monsoon were recorded for 
November.

14 , 13,15,16,17,15,14,12,14,12 

19 , 15,16,14,19,15,10,16,20,15

i) What was the most frequent rainfall ?
ii) Which was the third frequent rainfall ?
iii) What was the range of the rainfall ?

2. A Shoe shop recorded sales of shoes during one month

Shoe Size 4 4% 5 5% 6 6% 7 7% 8

Frequency 3 5 46 58 120 154 68 5 1

i) What size of the shoe is sold most frequently?
ii) Which size of the shoe is sold rarely?
iii) How many shoes of size between 5 and 6 have been sold?
iv) What sizes of shoes were sold less than or equal to 5 in number?

1



3. Select a book or magazine. Select a page and record the number of letters in
each word using a frequency table.

4. Prepare a table stating the number of students of your class and their common
modes of travelling to school.

V. Impact of the situation cited likely to make on the learner interms of better
understanding or arousal of interest etc.,:

1. On watching, children will record who and how many times scored 50 runs in a 
series among Two Countries in a Cricket Match.

2. Popular subject among Class VI students.

3. Favourable sweets among Class VII students.

4. Valuable items such as T.V, Computer etc., among V Class students.

VI. Suggestions for further activities etc.,

1. Preparing a table on a class attendance register stating number of leaves availed 
during the III term.

2. From newspaper, any of the bar graph diagram can be shown to the 
students and related questions can be asked .

3. The number of students having height above 140 cm but below 150 cm in 
a class can be obtained.

4. The number of students who scored centums in the subjects of 
secondary level in a result can be tabulated.

1. G.PALANI, LECTURER, DIET 
VADALUR, CUDDALORE, DT.

2. R. MUTHIAN, LECTURER, DIET 
KILAPALUR, PERAMBALUR, 
DT.
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Mathematics in day-to-day Life Situation 

Concept: Addition of Algebraic Expressions

Related Concepts :
i) Addition

ii) Like terms
iii) Unlike terms

iv) Variables

v) Constants

vi) Algebraic terms

Daily Life Situations: Life related areas are identified while transacting

Mathematical concepts or strategies are applied. Related to the above concept, we 

have identified the following as easily accessible situations.

a) School premises - boys, girls, classrooms, fans, tube-lights, windows, male, 
female teachers.

b) Public place - zoo, farm house, theatre hall, vegetable market.

c) Sports - cricket arena, balls, sports, man number.

d) Commercial situations.

e) Revenue - income, tax, trade

Level of Usage : Understanding 

Illustrative (sample) Problems :
1. In a Government Middle school, there are 3 sections viz. A, B and C in VIII 

Standard. In section A, 45 girls, 20 boys are studying, in B, 30 boys and 30 

girls are studying and in Section C, 15 girls and 45 boys are studying. Find 

the total number of girls and total number of boys in each kind in all the 
sections in VIII standard ?

2. In a model school, there are 2 classrooms in VI standard. Classroom A 

consists of 2 fans, 3 tube lights and4 windows and classroom B consists of 4 

fans, 4 tube lines and 6 windows. Find altogether how many fans, tube lights 

and windows are there of each kind ?
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3. In a matric school, there are 5 female teachers, 4 male teachers and in 
another school, there are 5 female teachers,6 male teachers. Find the total 

number of male teachers female teachers separately in both schools ?

4. In Mysore zoological park, there are 3 cages. In the first cage, there is a lion,

5 panthers and 2 elephants and in the second cage there are 2 lions, 3 

panthers and 4 elephants. Altogether what is the total number of lions, 

panthers and elephants in each animal ?

5. Antonysamy and Arokyasamy are friends having their own farm houses in 

their fields. In Antony’s farm house there are 10 goats, 5 cows, 7 horses and 
in Arokyasamy’s farm house, there are 12 goats, 8 cows and 9 horses. 

Altogether what is the total number of goats, cows and horses in each kind?

6. In a theatre hall, roof was pasted with 5 red colour cardboard sheets and 4 

orange coloured sheets and in another theatre’s roof, pasted 4 red colour 

sheets and 7 orange coloured sheets. Then altogether how many orange, red 

coloured sheets are pasted in each variety ?
7. In K.R.vegetable market, the vegetable vendor Thimmappa purchased 5 

coconuts in Shop I, 10 coconuts in shop II, 25 coconuts in the open fair. Find 

the sum of the coconuts in all ?
8. Preethi has 3 red colour balls, 8 blue colour balls, 6 orange colour balls and 

Kavitha has 2 orange colour balls, 4 red colour balls and 7 blue colour balls. 

Find the total number of balls in each colour among both ?

9. In 2003 world cup cricket final matches India vs. South Africa, in two winnings 

India took wickets as given below.

Bowled out : 2
Caught out : 5
Run out : 2
Lbw : 1

South Africa took wickets as given below :
Bowled out : 4
Caught out : 1
Run out : 1
Lbw 4

Altogether, find the total number of players caught out, run out, bowled and 

lbw in each kind ?
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Impact of the Life Situation :
i) To make the students know the like and unlike terms.

ii) To visualise the variables and constants in each term of algebraic expression.

iii) 3x + 5x + 6x =----------------------

iv) (5a + 6b + c) + (a + 2b + 3c) =---------- a +-----------b +---------------c.

Suggestions for Further Activities :
1. The different life situations may be taken for further practice for addition of like 

terms.
2. Audio visual/ TLM may be prepared in accordance with the related concept 

given.

D Mohan, Lecturer, DIET 
Krishnagiri
P Chinnagounder 
Lecturer, DIET, Namackal
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Mathematics in day-to-day Life Situations 
Upper Primary - 7th Std.

Geometry : Practical Geometry : Tessellation

1. Concept:

• What are the shapes we used to fill a surface ? Eg. Square, rectangle, 
triangle, regular hexagon.

• It may be a regular/irregular shape (Define it). Eg. Irregular shapes : India 
Map contains states.

• Decorative and Designed Filling.

2. Life Situation :

• Flooring
• Wall finishing
• Drawings and fall ceiling (Eg. At palace, forts).
• Railway platforms filled by designed tiles.
• Saree designs and borders.
• Temple (wall finishing, ceilings)

3. Level of Usage :

All the three K , U and A.

K What is tessellation ?
U : How are they formed ?
A : What are the placed we used it ?

4. Problem Solving

• How to fill a sq. m. of area by using 20 x 20 cm of tiles of tessellation ?

5. Impact of Situation

• To the given area one can calculate the number of tiles of different sizes; and 
the amount can easily be calculated.

• It develops the higher order thinking.

6. Suggestions (for further reading)

• Count the tiles of the terrace in your home and find the area and then divide 
by the number of tiles found.

A Ravikumar 
Lecturer, DIET 
Mayanur, Tamil Nadu
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Class : VI

1. Concept: DIRECT PROPORTION

2. Life Situation in which concept was used :
- Trade
- Loan
- Budget
- Distance and Time
- Quantity and Price
- Quantity and Duration, etc.

3. Level of Usage : Understanding and Application

4. Problem Solving with Life Situations :

i) The price of 5 pencils is Rs.15/-. What would be the price of 10 pencils ?

ii) A man travels 300 km in 6 hours in a uniform speed. How far will he be after 
8 hours ?

iii) If you deposit Rs.3000 to a bank, you will get Rs.360/- as simple interest per 
year. How much would you get if you deposit Rs.2,000/-?

iv) Your sister can read 100 pages of a book in 4 days. How many days does 
she need to finish 150 pages of the book ?

v) Vijay Printers can print 1,00,000 pages in 25 days. How many pages can 
they print in 40 days ?

5. Impact of the Situation :
i) If the number of goods increases, then the price of them will--------------- .

(increase / decrease)

ii) If the deposit of amount decreases, then the interest will----------------- .
(increase / decrease)

iii) Fill in the blanks :

Hours 10 20 30 50 60 80 100

Km
Lly)

100 200 300 400 700 900

x
Notice that — is a constant, 

y

iv) Say whether the side and the perimeter of a square are in a Direct Variation? 
Illustrate.

1



v) Say whether side and area of a square are in a direct proportion ? Illustrate.

vi) The graph of a Direct proportion is a------------------------( straight line / curved
line).

6. Suggestions for further readings I activities :

• The definition and clarity of concept may be learnt through activities.

• More examples from day-to-day life situations related to the concept should 
be given.

• The activities will generate to learn Inverse Variation which is the next 
competency to be taught/ learnt.

K.Saiyath Musthafa 
Lecturer, DIET, Perundurai 
V.Sugumar, Lecturer 
DIET, Pudukottai
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Mathematics in day to day life situations 

Concept: Average - Mean

Situations from daily life on the topic :

1. Average marks of a student.

2. Average marks in a subject/ or a classroom.

3. Average rainfall of 2 or 3 days/ week.

4. Average score of Tendulkar in a particular series.

5. Average height of boys in VI Std.

6. Average weight of girls in VI Std.

7. Average earning of daily labours.

8. Per capita income of an individual.

9. Average of half-yearly marks for a student.

10. Average yield of paddy in 3 years.

Problems related to daily life situations.

1. The weekly consumption of milk of three families A, B, C for two weeks are 
given below.

I week II week
A 14 Itr 12 Itr

B 13 Itr 15 Itr
C 20 Itr 13 Itr

i) What is the average of each family ?

ii) Which family consumes higher than the average ?

iii) Which family consumes lower than the average ?

2. The marks of 5 students of a class in mathematics test are given.

30, 55, 80,45, 100

i) Find the average.

ii) How many students scored marks more than average marks ?
iii) How many students scored marks less than the average ?

3. Find the average earning of daily labours for four days.
First day 200
Second day 100
Third day 150
Fourth day 150
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4. In a series of 6 cricket matches, Indian cricket team scored runs as given 
below.

First match 102
Second match 212
Third match 360
Fourth match 170
Fifth match 216
Sixth match 398

i) What was the Average score ?

ii) In how many matches was score higher than the average score ?

iii) In how many matches was score lower than the average score ?

5. A school held three examinations in mathematics for awarding a prize. Five 

students appeared for these exams. The marks obtained by them in the three 

exams are given below.

Exam 1 Exam 2 Exam 3

Ranjana 82 80 80

Geeta 82 92 94

Ramesh 62 70 84

Ramu 90 85 75

Yogesh 35 100 72

i) Who deserved the prize ?

ii) Whose performance was the poorest ?
6. The temperature (in °C) of two towns A and B during a week of winter is given 

below.

M T W T F S S

Town A 7 9 8 11 6 9 10

Town B 4 8 7 10 11 13 8

Which town is colder ?
7. The temperature (in °C) of a town during a week was 43, 40, 39, 40, 36, 43 

and 39. What was the daily temperature of the town for the week ?
8. Nehru participated in a high jump competition. In three attempts, she jumped 

160 cm, 162 cm and 164 cm high. Find the average height of the 3 jumps in 

which Nehru participated.
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9. A train runs for 3 hours at a speed of 65 kms per hour and for the next two 

hours at a speed of 70 kms per hour. Find the average speed of the train for 

the 5 hour journey.
10. The lengths of the three pieces of a wire are 7m 80cm, 17m, 28 cm and 12m 

63cm. What is the average length of a piece of wire ?

11. The daily attendance of classes V, VI and VII of 5 days of a week is given 

below.

M T W T F

Class V 40 42 39 36 38

Class VI 40 40 38 43 40

Class VII 49 35 37 41 39

a) Which class had the best average attendance during the week ?

b) On which day the average attendance of the three classes was the 
poorest ?

Impact or arousal of interest
In an office 20 employees get a salary of Rs.1250 each and 10 other 

employees get a salary of Rs.2000 each. Find the average salary of an employee.

The students will be very clear about the concept and applies the concept in 
his day to day life whenever it is possible.

Suggested Activity.
With the help of the teacher, arrange for a weighing machine and a measuring 

tape. Note down the height and weight of each student of your class in the 
notebook. Find

i) the average height of a student of the class.

ii) The average weight of a student of the class.

K.Kalaichelvi,
Lecturer, DIET.Mannargudi 
V.Ramaprabha
Lecturer, DIET, Tirur
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MULTIPLICATION

We know to add any two numbers.

Eg. 3 + 8=11 

3 + 0 = 3 

3 + 3 = 6

When we add the same numbers several times the addition can be made simpler, by 

using the multiplication technique.

Eg. 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3=15 

This can be written as

(3 x 1) + (3 x 1) * (3 x 1) + (3 x 1) + (3 x 1)

i.e. 3 (1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1)

3x5 = 15

It was learnt in the earlier classes.

We can conclude that repeated addition can be thought of multiplication.

Eg. To find the total number of students in all the 5 benches.

To get the total we can add the number of students as we do it in our earlier classes,
i.e. 5 +5 +5 +5 +5 students

10 15 20 25

5

10

15

20

25

5 students x 5 benches 

5 x 5 = 25 students

5 x 5 = 25

In life : Find the total number of saplings 

I. 1. In a garden ‘saplings’ are implanted.

Eight sapling in a row : six rows : How many saplings are there ?

1



Solution 8+8+S+8+8+8

8 + 8 = 16 in two rows

16 + 8 = 24 in three rows

24 + 8 = 32 in four rows

32 + 8 = 40 in five rows

40 + 8 = 48 in six rows

The total number of is 8 sapling x 6 row = 48 saplings.

1. e. 8x6 = 48.

2. Find the total number of cycles.

In a cycle stand, 9 cycles can be parked in a row. Cycles are there in 8 rows. How 

many cycles are there ?

Solution : To find the total number of cycles we have to multiply the number of

cycles in a row and the number of rows in the cycle stand.

9 cycles x 8 rows = 72 cycles 

9x 8 = 72.

3. Find the number of pencils.

A pencil costs 5 rupees. How much rupees may be given to the shopkeeper for 

7pencils.

Solution : Multiply the cost of the pencil and the number of pencils.

5 rupees x 7 pencils = 35 pencils 

5 x 7 = 35.

4. Find how much.

One kilogram of Beans costs 12 rupees. How much the buyer has to give for 6 

kilograms of beans ?

Solution : Multiply cost per kilogram and the number of kilograms 

12 rupees x 6 kilograms = 72 rupees 

12x6 = 72
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5. Find the total number of persons/ chairs.

In a cinema theatre, there are 24 rows of chairs. Every row contains 22 

chairs. How many chairs are there? How many persons can sit in the theatre ?

Solution : Multiply the number of rows and the number of chairs in a row.

Total number of chairs =number of rows x number of persons in a row.,

22 rows x 24 persons = 528

III. Can we use the concept of multiplication to add the following :

1. 6+6+6+6=? Yes / No If Yes, What are 
the two numbers to 
be multiplied?

2. 7 + 74-7 + 7 + 7 + 7 + 7 = ? Yes / No If Yes, What are 
the two numbers to 
be multiplied?

3. 12 + 12 + 12 = ? Yes / No If Yes, What are 
the two numbers to 
be multiplied?

4. 3+4+3+5 Yes / No Why?

5. 9+9+9+8= Yes / No Why?

6. 3+3+3+3+4+4+4= Do it in a short cut 
way.

IV. Some more to practice.

1. Four litres of water is flowing out from a pipe per minute. In 8 minutes, how 
much of water you can get ?

2. One plate contains 3 idlies. The supplier served 6 plates of idlies for a family. 
How many he served ?

3. Check the bill amount, whenever your parents go to the market to by 
provisions.

4. A team of 8 people travelled in a bus to Chamundi Hills. One ticket costs 6 

rupees. How much the team has to give to the conductor ?
5. A car goes at 45 km I per hour. What is the distance covered by the car in 4 

hours, 6 hours, 10 hours ?
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6. Do it yourself:

Give some more life situation where we use multiplication.

See that: Multiplication helps to add too many repeated numbers.

S.Murugesan 
Lecturer, DIET 
Kumulur, Trichy
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1. Concept: Multiplication (simple)
2. Life situation in which concepts are used :

Business, profit and loss, etc.

3. Level of Usage :
U : The multiplication 4 x 6000 means the total income of a family which

consists of four members and they earned Rs.6000/- per month.

K : One has to sum up all the incomes together to calculate the total

income of the family.

A : 4 x 6000 = 24,000

4. Problem Solving :
i) Work out the area of a rectangle with width 6 cm and length 8 cm.

ii) Work out the area of a triangle with base 10 cm and height 7 cm.

iii) Work out the volume of a cuboid with side lengths 5 cm, 8 cm and 9 cm.

Illustration :
a) I walked to the nearest town in two hours which is 12 kms away. What was 

my average speed ?

Properties :

Property 1 : If a and b are whole numbers and a x b = c, then c is also a whole 

number. We can illustrate this property by taking a few numbers.

9 x 11 = 99

10 x 121 = 1210

0 x 100 = 0

In all these examples, the multiplication of two whole numbers results in a 
whole number.

Property 2 : If a and b are whole numbers, then a x b = b x a.

The students understand it by the area of a rectangle.

4x9 = 36; 9x4 = 3644x9 = 9x4
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Property 3 : If a. b and c are three whole numbers, then 

(a x b) x c = a x (b x c)

This idea will be explained with volume of a cuboid.

(4 x 6) x 9 = 24x9 = 216 

4 x (6x9) = 4x54 = 216

(4 x 6) x 9 = 4 x (6 x 9)

The common value of the product is denoted by a x b xc.

Property 4 : If a, b and c are three numbers, then 

ax(b + c) = axb + axc

and (b + c)a = bxa + cxa

Moreover, ax(b + c + d) = axb + axc + axd

And (a + b + c + d)xp = axp + bxp + cxp + dxp.

Property 5 : If a, b and c are three numbers and b > c, then 

ax(b-c) = a x b - a x c

and

(b - c) x a = b x a - c x a

Property 6 : If a,b and c are three numbers, a > b and c is not equal to 0, then 

a x c > b x c.

More illustrations :

1. 375 x 84 = (300 + 70 + 5) x 84

= (300 x 84 + 70 x 84 + 5 x 84 

= 25200 + 5880 + 420 

= 31500

2. 297 x 7 + 297 x 3

= 297 x (7 + 3)

= 297 x 10 

= 2970
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